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Abstract 

 

The goal of this study is to increase knowledge on and explore alternative understandings of how 

women’s agency and empowerment emerges in non-Western, Muslim societies. Apparently 

understudied in English literature, the case consists of female teachers in pesantrens (Islamic 

boarding schools). Pesantrens present fascinating cases because not only are they centres for 

reproducing Islamic values but, in comparison to public schools they are increasingly important in 

Acehnese society. In the current atmosphere where the gulf between the Muslim world and the 

West appears to be increasing, further understanding is necessary. This gulf could be identified in 

the post 9/11 era and is ever more prominent in the aftermath of the recent attacks on Paris and 

Mali and the growing refugee/migrant crisis in Europe  

The research studies the perceptions of female religious teachers and their agency and potential for 

empowerment, within the parameters of cultural and religious expectations. In Aceh this takes the 

form of a dominant narrative that assumes that women, mothering and teaching are affiliated roles 

and positions and women are the most suited to the teaching role. It is also a context that prizes 

education and religious knowledge which makes for a unique position of female religious teachers. 

The main respondents in this thesis were female religious education teachers. The secondary 

respondents such as Principals and male religious teachers were chosen because they provided a 

broader understanding of how the female teachers were framed. Qualitative methods were 

employed such as semi-structured interviews and lesson observations. These methods were chosen 

in order to emphasise subjectivism and interpretation and highlight the complexity rather than the 

uniformity of the data.  

The findings show that being a female religious teacher in Aceh enhances agency and facilitates 

empowerment. It does this through religious teachers being points of reference for community 

problems representing an increase in community involvement. This represents a more formal form 

of agency. Informal, non-institutionalised agency and empowerment are represented in the 

seemingly mutually beneficial roles of mother and teacher. We must look at women’s 

empowerment from locally informed, often non-Western and religious viewpoints, because in 

analysing teacher agency in Islamic societies there may be alternative formations and values of 

empowerment. Empowerment through education is central to many development strategies and 

goals. In Aceh, this is inextricably linked to the role of religion and positioning of women.    
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Glossary and Abbreviations  
 

Glossary:  

Adat – local customary law  

DoE – Dinas Pendidikan (Department of Education, provincial level) 

DOM – Daerah Operasi Militer (Military Operations Area) 

DoRA – Dinas Agama (Department of Religious Affairs, provincial level) 

GAM – Gerakan Aceh Merdeka (Free Aceh Movement) 

GoI – Government of Indonesia 

ICAIOS - International Centre for Aceh and Indian Ocean Studies 

LoGA – Undang Undang Pemerintah Aceh, UUPA (Law on Governing Aceh) 

Martial Law – Imposition of military rule, supposedly on an emergency basis 

MoE – Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan (Ministry of Education and Culture, national level)  

MoRA – Kementerian Agama (Ministry of Religious Affairs, national level) 

MoU – Memorandum of Understanding (Agreement signed between Jakarta and GAM to cease hostilities and 

marked the official end of the conflict). 

Pancasila – The official philosophical foundation of Indonesia  

Pendidikan Islami – Islamic Education  

Pesantren/Dayah (Javanese/Acehnese) –Islamic boarding school 

Qanun – regional bylaw  

Sergu – extra salary for teachers (at schools run by MOE)  

Sharia Law – Islamic law 

Sharia Police – Wilayatul Hisbah 

SRA– Strategic relational approach 

TNA - Teuntara Neugara Aceh, (GAM’s military wing) 

TNI – Tentara Nasional Indonesia (Indonesian military) 

UN – United Nations 
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Arabic-English 

Akhlaq – Islamic ethics 

Aqidah – Islamic theology  

As-salaam alaikum – Religious greeting 

(Hello) 

Insha’Allah – If God is willing 

Hadith – collection of traditions 

containing sayings of the Prophet 

Halal – pure/allowed  

Haram – forbidden 

Fiqh – Islamic jurisprudence 

Quran – Islam’s holy book 

Tarikh – Islamic History 

Bahasa Indonesia – English 

Bule – foreigner (white person)  

Asrama – hostel  

Masjid – Mosque  

Belanda – The Netherlands  

Wali Nanggroe –Head of State  
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Introduction  

 

This research took place in the semi-autonomous Indonesian province of Aceh which is on 

the furthest North-western tip of Sumatra. Its location has meant that its economic, political and 

cultural linkages had a deeper connection to the Indian Ocean and the Malayan Peninsula, rather 

than the Java Sea islands to its east.  Now it is largely disconnected from its Western neighbours and 

tied in to the Jakarta-Indonesian epicentre (Srimulyani, 2015). But it had been part of the Indian 

Ocean Islamic oecumen since the fourteenth century (Reid, 2004). Aceh is considered the province 

where Islam has the strongest position within the larger context of Indonesia (Milligan, 2009). 98% 

of Aceh’s population are thought to be devout Muslims (Oxford Islamic Studies; BBC, 2009). This 

introduces key distinctions between Aceh and its fellow Indonesian provinces and contributes to 

why this location presents an interesting and unique context to study. 

 

(Source: http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/stories/indonesia605/autonomy.html#map) 

Tensions between Aceh and Jakarta are longstanding and have taken many forms. Disagreement 

began when Aceh became part of Indonesia after independence in 1949 despite having remained 

almost independent from colonisers until that point (Barter, 2008). The most recent incarnation of 

the Aceh-Jakarta inimicalness was the near 30 year civil war between the TNI (Indonesian National 

Military) and GAM (Free Aceh Movement), which formally ended in 2005 with the signing of the 

MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) in Helsinki. 

Another hallmark of these religious and cultural differences is Aceh’s education system, which is a 

reflection of their religious values. In the early 20th Century it became known as the premier centre 

of Islamic education and indeed, Islam, contributed to the provinces secession attempt in the 1950’s 

http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/stories/indonesia605/autonomy.html#map
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Darul Islam Rebellion (Abode Islam) (Srimulyani and Buang, 2014). Indonesian independence meant 

Aceh’s education system came under Jakarta’s jurisdiction. Education administration was split 

between two government bodies; religious schools were controlled by MORA (Ministry of Religious 

Affairs) and public schools were under MOE (Ministry of Education). This created a dichotomy 

between the two groups; the emphasis on religious learning was unequal and the religious schools 

became second fiddle to the public schools (ibid).  In response, the provincial government 

introduced Article No. 44 of the 1999 Act which articulated that Aceh could restructure the local 

content of the curriculum wherein Islamic values would form the basis of education (Srimulyani and 

Buang, 2014).  

Aceh’s education system 

MORA (Ministry of Religious Affairs) 

 

Dayah/Pesantren: Acehnese/Javanese term for 

an Islamic boarding school.  

 

Traditional Dayah/Pesantren: focus only on 

religious learning. Teaching is based on the kitab 

kuning (yellow book) an Arabic script used for 

Pesantren teachings which teaches a Wahhabis 

interpretation of Islam which originates from 

Saudi Arabia.  

 

Modern Dayah/Pesantren: replicate to a certain 

extent the national curriculum and integrate it 

with religious teaching. 

 

Madrasa: Islamic day school  

 

 MOE (Ministry of Education) 

 

Sekolah: Public day schools also provide an 

Islamic education (Pendidikan Islami) but with 

fewer hours per week spent on religious 

learning. 

All schools, MOE or MORA run can be state or privately funded. Some traditional dayahs however, 

receive no external funding.  

This research took place in two modern pesantrens/dayahs. 

(Field notes June-Sept 2015; Srimulyani and Buang, 2014; Noor et al, 2008) 
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Aceh’s society is deeply patriarchal whilst also being matrifocal (Srimulyani, 2012; Lee-Koo, 2012; 

Robinson, 2009; Mohd Nor and Inayatillah; 2011). Women have an ‘immense role at family level’ 

and remain in their family home after marriage and do the greater part of the up-bringing (Mohd 

Nor and Inayatillah, 2011: 73; Snouck 1906 in Siegel, 1969). Islam is a fundamental presence in 

Acehnese society (Srimulyani and Buang, 2014) and there is a strong emphasis on the Mothering role 

that women play. This introduces the idea of ‘gender’ and how it manifests itself in Aceh. Butler 

(1999) notes that the concepts of sex and gender are often used interchangeably while in fact having 

different meanings. ‘Sex’ refers to the biological differences between male and female bodies 

whereas ‘gender’ is usually used to signify the social construction of masculine and feminine roles. It 

can be seen as ‘socially learned behaviour and expectations that distinguish between masculine and 

feminine’ (Confortini, 2006: 341). It is multi-dimensional; hierarchy, power and inequality also 

contribute to how gender is perceived and performed. How gender is performed is context 

dependent therefore exacerbating the contentiousness of the term and its various manifestations. 

Local perspectives and third way feminist thought will be integrated to make this idea of gender 

apply to Aceh see Research Context and Theoretical Framework.  

This research focuses on female religious teachers in religious schools as they are in a unique positon 

of ‘transmitting the moral values of society’ (Afrianty, 2015:23), educating the ‘children of the 

nation’1 whilst also maintaining somewhat confining roles that are largely defined by Acehnese 

societal and Islamic obligations.  The focus on female teachers in Islamic schools is a good example 

of this as the schools are traditional patriarchal contexts (Srimulyani, 2012) yet still centres of 

education which is seen as a core route to socio-economic, cultural and personal progression 

(Nussbaum, 2004; Bush and Salterelli, 2000). It is this almost paradoxical set-up that contributes to 

the broader impacts of this research; providing knowledge on Islam in a time of growing mistrust 

and adversity. Siapno argues ‘the world community’s perceptions towards Islam, women and Islamic 

cultures… have changed as a response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks’ (2002 in Afrianty, 2015: 10). This 

is ever more prominent in the aftermath of the recent attacks on Paris and Mali and the growing 

refugee/migrant crisis in Europe.  Therefore, studying the agency of female teachers will hopefully 

provide a small contribution in attempting to understand, in the context of Aceh, their location of 

agency and empowerment and add to reasoned academic studies on Muslims. It is therefore of 

great personal interest and instrumental importance to investigate the seemingly divisive topics of 

Islam, women and education and hopefully contribute to knowledge on such issues.    

                                                           
1 Common phrase used by participants  
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Research Purpose and Relevance   

There appears to be a contrast between the notions of a ‘good Muslim woman’, in the context of 

Aceh, and is possible across the Muslim world and a ‘good’ woman in a Western context. A good 

Muslim woman is one that is the bastion of family and moral values, a wife, and mother and then 

only if those are in order, then external activities are legitimised (Srimulyani, 2012).  This is a vastly 

different view of femininity to the post-modern Western view (Srimulyani, 2007; Kabeer 1999a, 

1999b) in which, born and raised in the United Kingdom is part of my own formative values, it is 

therefore of great interest and necessity to understand alternative viewpoints especially in the 

current atmosphere where there appears to be an ever increasing gulf between the Muslim world 

and the West.  This could be identified in the post 9/11 era where there was an ‘immense 

groundswell of anti-Islamic sentiment’ (Mahmood, 2012:1) which continues today in many 

mainstream Western tabloids.  

According to Suryakusuma (2012) there appears to be a new form of ‘Ibuism’2, or ‘Islamic Ibuism 

growing in Indonesia. Boellstorff (2012) called for future researchers to investigate whether Islamic 

Ibuism was more outdated than the precepts of Islam. This research does not deal specifically with 

that idea but does contribute to literature on this manifestation of Ibuism, hopefully adding to its 

relevance and contemporaneousness to the field of International Development. This idea will be 

fully elaborated on in the Research Context.  

My research was affiliated with research consortium ICAIOS (International Centre for Aceh and 

Indian Ocean Studies) and hopefully will add to their myriad of studies about education in the 

region. One of its core missions is to ‘cooperate in building an intellectual culture in Aceh that is 

open to the world’ (ICAIOS). In tandem with this, female teachers in pesantrens (Islamic boarding 

schools) appear to be much understudied in (English written) literature, with search engines 

producing low results. Therefore, it can be argued that this research is germane because it will 

contribute to academic work on female teacher agency and to ICAIOS’s mission of opening up the 

Acehnese intellectual field. Building on this; there are very few publications on Indonesian Muslims, 

there are many on Indonesia but not Islam, and Islam but not Indonesia (Srimulyani, 2012). 

Pesantrens are worthy of study because not only are they centres of reproduction for Islamic values 

(ibid) and of growing importance in Acehnese society in comparison to sekolahs (general schools), 

                                                           
2 Nieuwenhuis (in Srimulyani, 2012:28) explained the concept of Ibuism as a situation in which a woman takes 
care of family members, group members, members of a certain social strata, a firm/company or a country, 
without expecting a certain degree of power and prestige as a reward. See Research Context. 
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making them relevant for research. Thus this research, both modest and brief, will hopefully 

contribute to this academic lacuna. 

The paper is laid out as follows; the next section will identify the main research question which will 

be answered in the concluding chapter and then the sub-questions which will form the structure of 

the two data chapters. After the research questions the Research Locations will be described; how 

and why the particular respondents came to be in the study and how the research took place. Then 

the theories that are used to frame and analyse the data will be outlined in the Theoretical 

Framework. This is followed by the Research Approach which will explain the methodology, methods 

and data analysis and run through the ethical considerations and limitations. The two data chapters 

will follow. The first will take a broad religious-cultural lens to frame the respondents by looking at 

the role of Islam, education, religious education and teachers. The second data chapter will take a 

narrower focus of gender to frame the female religious teachers. The paper will end with 

Conclusions and Recommendations by answering the main research question and recommending 

topics for future research.  
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Research Question and Sub-questions  

 

Research Question  

 

How does being a female religious education teacher affect the agency and empowerment within 

the school governance and community involvement in post conflict and post-tsunami Aceh, 

Indonesia?  

 

Sub-questions  

 

1. How are female teachers and religious teachers perceived and framed within the context 

(cultural, political economy) of the school, the community and broader provincial levels? 

2. How does being a female religious teacher affect women’s agency and empowerment 

personally and in the school and community context? 
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Research Context 

 

This chapter will introduce some key contextual factors namely, the conflict, the tsunami 

and Sharia law. The ‘post’ context will then be discussed with a gender focus; post-conflict, post-

tsunami, and the physical effects the disasters had on Aceh’s education system. The third section 

deals with State/Islamic Ibuism and matricfocality. The fourth, Aceh’s Islamic education system. This 

will provide the contextual information in which the Theoretical Framework and data chapters can 

be understood. 

 

Historical and Local Context 

 

Aceh has been recognised by 

world powers as a sovereign state 

since the 16th Century 

GAM Prime Minister (in exile) 

Malik Mahmoud. 

(Hyndman and Waizenegger, 2010) 

  

(Source: http://www.mapsofworld.com/indonesia/provinces/aceh.html)  

The province of Aceh is surrounded by water on three sides with the Indian Ocean to the west and 

north, and the Malacca Straits to its east.  During the eighteenth century it was the site of an 

internationally recognised independent Muslim State (Riddell, 2006).It is claimed to be one of the 

‘most deeply Muslim places in Indonesia…it is seen as the birth place of Muslim religion [in 

Indonesia]’ (Vaswani, 2010).  

 

The Conflict 

Aceh has a long history of political independence from both Western colonisers and Indonesia 

(Duva, 2007) bringing a long history of upheaval, leading it to be labelled, ‘one of the most troubled 

http://www.mapsofworld.com/indonesia/provinces/aceh.html
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provinces in Indonesia’ (Barter, 2008: 39).  After a 30 year struggle, in 1878 the Dutch colonial forces 

conquered the capital Banda Aceh but never maintained full control. In 1949 when Indonesia 

declared independence Aceh challenged central authority and its status as a ‘semi-autonomous 

province’ was repealed and it was subsumed into the province of North Sumatra. During Sukarno’s 

reign Indonesia shifted towards a secular state, the reaction to which was the Darul Islam Rebellion 

which Aceh joined under the leadership of Daud Beureueh in 1953 (ibid). In 1961 Beureueh declared 

Aceh an independent state.  

In 1972 LNG (Liquid Natural Gas) deposits were discovered in North Aceh; a contentious contract 

was rewarded to Mobil and PERTAMINA ignoring local contractors such as Hasan di Tiro who 

founded GAM (Free Aceh Movement) in 1976 (Barter, 2008). Under Suharto’s secular ‘New Order’ 

aggressive measures were undertaken to homogenise and unite Indonesia further contributing to 

the inception of GAM which ignited the 30 year civil war against the Indonesian army (TNI) (World 

Watch Institute; Milligan, 2009).   

From 1989-1998 Aceh was declared a Military Operations Area (Daerah Operasi Militer: DOM). An 

estimated 9,000-12,000 people were killed and the armed forces carried out significant human rights 

abuses (WorldWatch, 2015). During this time ‘Shock Therapy’ was employed by the TNI to scare the 

Acehnese population away from separatism (Barter, 2008). A lasting resentment between the 

Acehnese and Jakarta has been the human rights abuses committed by the TNI; ‘[there is an] 

ubiquitous perception that the military and police enjoy impunity for human rights crimes’ (Aspinall 

and Crouch, 2003:53). Aspinall and Crouch assert that the ‘core of, and indeed hatred of – Jakarta 

rule has been the repressive role of the military and police’ (2003: 51).  

 

(Barter, 2008: 53) 
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The Tsunami  

On the 26th December 2004 a 9.0 undersea earthquake caused a tsunami which decimated Aceh and 

some 170,000 people lost their lives, nearly 4% of Aceh’s population. The epicentre was a mere 100 

kilometres off the Aceh coast (National Geographic, 2005; DisasterWatch, 2005). The tsunami was 

claimed to be the cooling force that facilitated space for the peace talks that commenced in the 

following months. However, it was not the only or the most important force that contributed 

(Hyndman and Waizenegger, 2010; Zeccola, 2011; Waizenegger, 2007, Schiller, 2011; Streich and 

Mislan, 2014). It is a central part of Acehnese present history and identity; the peace in Aceh is 

deemed to be ‘fragile’ as tensions between the provincial and central government continue 

(Cochrane, 2013; Ahmed and Akins, 2012; International Crisis Group, 2013).  I was privileged enough 

to attend the ’10 Years Peace Symposium’ where this tension was made clear; the Governor and the 

Wali Nanggroe3 gave speeches consistently referring to colonisation by Jakarta and The Netherlands 

and to the halcyon days of the 17th Century when Aceh was an independent Islamic sultanate and 

revered trading centre (field notes August 2015). Both episodes are omnipresent in everyday 

Acehnese life. It was common for people to ask where I was the day the tsunami hit and tell me how 

many family members they lost during the conflict. The gendered impacts will be explained in the 

‘Aftermath’ section.  

 

Sharia Law 

The implementation of Sharia law is a clear indicator of the omnipresence of Islam in Aceh and the 

provinces separateness from Jakarta; ‘Aceh is perceived to be the heir of a historical legacy making it 

the site of a more orthodox Islamic identity than other regions of Indonesia’ (Alfian, 2006 in Milligan, 

2006: 246).  A law on ‘Aceh’s Specialness’ was passed in 1999 allowing the implementation of Sharia 

Law, ‘for its adherents in social life’ (Aspinall, 2007:256). This was followed by Law No.18/2001, 

‘Special Autonomy for the Special Region of Aceh’ marking the beginning of a more rigorous attempt 

to implement Islamic law (Afrianty, 2015). The adoption of the new law also led to changing the 

name of the province from ‘Daerah Istimewa Aceh’ to ‘Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam’ or the ‘Abode of 

Peace’ and allowed the provincial government to strengthen the application of Islamic law through 

the re-establishment of Islamic courts (ibid). Support for Sharia is not homogenous across Aceh and 

the Wilayatul Hisbah (Sharia police) are seen as ‘overzealous and arrogant’ (Afrianty, 2015: 95). 

                                                           
3 ‘Guardian of the Nation’, symbolic positon.  
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Muslim dress for women and Friday prayer for men are strictly regulated and noncompliance can 

result in corporal punishment. Although it is uncommon to see noncompliance it is not non-existent.  

A female resident in my accommodation refused to wear the hijab. She told me once that if the 

Sharia police saw her she would just speed up (on her motorbike) and pretend she hadn’t seen 

them, she asserted that her dress was modest enough.   

The focus on moral behaviour (Muslim dress, family values) reproduces women as representations 

of the strength of Islam; they are portrayed as the symbolic value of the society and thus they 

become a target of normative control (Jauhola, 2010). Sharia law shows how power relations can 

influence gender and how women are perceived and perceive themselves. This illustrates the 

importance of gender and how it is constructed and performed in Aceh. It is an inextricable part of 

the respondent’s perception of their agency.   

 

The Aftermath and ‘Gender’ 

 

‘Female agency in Aceh is constituted in a complex interplay of indigenous matrifocality, 

Islamic beliefs and practises, and state violence’ (Siapno, 2002: ix). 

This section deals with the aftermath of the two disasters and their influences on gender issues. This 

is to provide a fuller understanding of the term gender in the Acehnese context and how the female 

religious teachers are positioned within Acehnese society. 

 

Women’s Roles During the Conflict  

Women played a range of roles during the conflict from providing intelligence, to collecting dead 

body, combatants in mixed and female only units (known as Inong Balee)4 and leaders of their 

households as men made up the majority of combatants (Clavé-Çelik, 2008; Lee-Koo, 2012; Mohd 

Nor and Inayatillah, 2011; Tsunami Evaluation Coalition , 2006). Prior to the tsunami 19% of 

Acehnese households were headed by women due to the conflict (Tsunami Evaluation Coalition, 

2006: 41). The reintegration of these Inong Balee has been largely unsuccessful and this can be 

attributed to the lack of women involved in the peace process. Their efforts in the conflict have gone 

                                                           
4 Clavé-Çelik, 2008: In Acehnese language it translates literally as the women who have been left by their 
husband/divorced women/widows/the women combatants who for the majority lost their husband in the 
conflict. In this paper we will use the term for women combatants, widowed or not. 
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unrecognised despite taking having shared the same risks (Clavé-Çelik, 2008; Lee-Koo, 2012) and 

‘peace has left a bitter taste’ (ibid, 2008:10).   

During the peace process the MoU pledged reintegration funds for a set number of GAM fighters 

which excluded women despite the female combatant numbers thought to be in the thousands (Lee-

Koo, 2012)5. Similarly, there were no women present during the peace talks apart from Shadia 

Marhaban6 who joined late in the process (Ibid). The dominant narrative of women as victims 

implies their neutrality and passiveness denying them the right to representation in the democracy 

processes (ibid: 64).  Lee-Koo attributes this marginalisation to the entrenched patriarchy of 

Indonesian and Acehnese society (2012). This can be supported by Mohd Nor and Inayatillah who 

argue that government ideology, Indonesian and Acehnese, is much more patriarchal than society 

itself (2011).  Another facet of the conflict was the use of sexual violence against the Acehnese 

women; a report by Amnesty International testified that there was a long-established pattern of 

rape and other sexual crimes against women in the province (Amnesty International, 2004, 2013; 

Lee-Koo, 2012). This is not a core aspect of the thesis or directly related to the respondents but it is 

important to highlight the gendered impact that conflict often has and the impacts on the wider 

female population.   

 

The ‘Gendered’ Impact of the Tsunami 

Jauhola argues that in Aceh gender norms are a constructed and negotiated interplay between 

adat (local customary law), religious norms, Indonesian state ideology and the post-Tsunami, post- 

conflict context (2013, 2010). In the aftermath of the tsunami Aceh was home to 173 INGO’s from 

135 nations (field notes, 2015), 11 foreign militaries, international donors and other disaster relief 

actors (BRR 2005 in Zeccola, 2011: 314). This was a stark contrast to the preceding three decades 

when Aceh had been cut off from the outside world due to the conflict. The international limelight 

was seen as an opportunity for social transformation (Jauhola, 2013), a view endorsed by Pusad 

Studi Wanita (PSW) members, a women’s activist group within IAIN Ar-Raniry (UIN: Islamic university 

in Banda Aceh).  

Gender mainstreaming was formally endorsed by the UN member states at the UN World 

Conference on Women in Beijing in 1951. It was seen as a policy strategy to promote gender 

equality and the advancement of women. Gender mainstreaming has become the dominant mode 

                                                           
5 The number was set at 3000 which was universally known to be far too low, p. 71 
6 Prominent female activist  
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for promoting gender equality for most international, regional and national organisations, state and 

non-state actors, at least at the level of rhetoric (Jauhola, 2010, 2013).  During the post-tsunami 

period ‘gender’ and ‘gender mainstreaming’ discourses were widespread in the (I)NGO sphere 

(Jauhola, 2013: 7). This came off the back of Clinton’s slogan ‘Build Aceh Back Better’ which 

reiterated the connectedness of relief, rehabilitation and wider social transformation and 

development (Jauhola, 2013).  However, ‘gender’ was, and is, seen by some Acehnese as a Western 

concept both ‘corrupt and capitalist’ and that in itself assumes that there is one way to be Acehnese 

(ibid: 46-47). It was estimated that nearly 70% of the NGO’s active post-tsunami were dealing with 

women’s issues, it was the ‘Zaman NGO’7 (Srimulyani, 2015). In contrast almost none of the NGO’s 

established post-tsunami are currently active in Aceh and there is much less participation in related 

activities, this is attributed to the lack of local funding. However, many established prior to the 

disaster are still active (ibid). I would argue that is because they were more embedded within the 

local communities and therefore retained their source of funding and community support. The PSW 

respondents explained that in the post-tsunami haze there was an increase in opportunities for 

women in Aceh that has now receded due to religious-political reasons; Sharia Law does not always 

produce the most women-sensitive laws (Afrianty, 2015) and could partially explain this demise. This 

hints at the opposing narratives and complex context in which this research took place and the 

respondents are active in.  

The tsunami had a ‘gendered’ impact as it affected men and women in different ways; male 

survivors outnumbered women 3:1 (Oxfam, 2005:2; Tsunami Evaluation Commission, 2006: 23). This 

can be ascribed to the roles that men and women play; many men were fishing that morning so the 

waves passed under the boats or crashed into the land, injuring those on the shores. Meanwhile, 

women were mostly at home tending to their household chores and children. Furthermore, men 

were also more likely to be competent swimmers (ibid 2005, 2006).  

‘When the survivors of Lampu’uk had picked themselves up out of the mud of the tsunami, 

several appalling facts became clear […]it took a while to realise the strangest thing of all: that 

among those who made it to higher ground, or who kept their heads above the surging waters, so 

few were women’ (Oxfam, 2005:3). 

Some argued that the tsunami had been a result of women’s misbehaviour (Jauhola, 2013) which 

was strengthened by the amount of mosques that had withstood the disaster, hinting at a message 

from a higher power; the fact that mosques are built stronger than most buildings in Aceh and 

architecturally allow water to pass through them is less important than the symbolism (Barter, 

                                                           
7 Golden Age of the NGO 
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2008). This briefly introduces the extent of Aceh’s patriarchal and religious society and the 

construction of what it means to be a ‘women’ in this context.  

 

Education  

This section will briefly highlight the effect that the tsunami and conflict had on education. In Banda 

Aceh there is a Memorial Park in which there are numerous monuments to commemorate the 

tumultuous history and eventual peace of the province. At the ‘Aceh Gives Thanks to the World’ 

memorial there are plaques on the ground with statistics relating to the tsunami. According to an 

INEE report, 44,000 students and 2500 teachers were killed, 2,135 schools damaged (including 

kindergartens, universities) and overall 150,000 students lost access to proper education facilities 

(Anderson, 2005). Furthermore, during the conflict teachers were caught in the crossfire as they 

were often the only salaried individuals of a locale and therefore an easy target for extortion from 

both TNI and GAM (Shah and Lopes Cardozo, forthcoming). Although this research does not delve 

into the affect the two episodes had directly on the respondents, it is a contextual facet and the 

memory of both is still very present in Aceh. The concluding chapter will situate the findings of this 

study in relation to these contextual aspects. 

 

Positioning Women in the Cultural Political Economy of Aceh: State Ibuism 

and Matrifocality  

 

This section will introduce two notions that shape Acehnese women’s agency, namely State 

Ibuism and Matrifocality. State Ibuism is a political-cultural concept that was employed during 

Suharto’s rule and Matrifocality is a cultural norm wherein the Mother plays a more significant role 

in family life compared to the father (Geertz, 1961 in Robinson, 2009). 

 

State Ibuism 

Ibu translates as Mother and Ibuism is the idea that women look after a family, group members or 

country without demanding any share of power or prestige in reward (Srimulyani, 2012). It can be 

argued that Mothers tend to their children with no expectation of compensation.  State Ibuism can 

be understood as the government’s ideology in relation to women, emphasising the ‘Ibu’ role of 
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women. The State is a crucial arena for gendered power relations (Connell 2002 in Robinson, 2009). 

Indonesian state policies have tended to define women in relation to men and Indonesian state 

ideology is notoriously more patriarchal than the society (Srimulyani, 2012; Mohd Nor and 

Inayatillah 2011). This concept is supported by Jauhola who testifies that state ideology helps 

construct gender norms in Indonesia (2013).  

Orde Baru, (1966 – 1998) was an authoritarian regime that saw political activism as destabilising and 

women were depoliticised and mobilised to support the regime. The regimes views on women 

clearly reflected a social construction of the meaning of womanhood; defining woman’s roles as 

wives and mothers, showing the construction of womanhood in relation to their male counterparts 

(Suryakusuma, 2012; Srimulyani, 2012; Robinson, 2009). It was ‘a stranglehold on Indonesian 

society’ (Suryakusuma, 2012). Srimulyani (2012) adds that State Ibuism was essentially the adoption 

of elite Javanese culture as the ideological structure of the regime; highlighting the tempestuous 

relationship between Aceh and Jakarta. The ‘mother-wife’ roles gave no credence to women’s other 

roles, such as lower class rural women who had agricultural responsibilities (Robinson, 2009). State 

control was implemented via State Ibuism, as women’s defining role was to serve their husbands 

whom were controlled via their occupations (Srimulyani, 2012). The focus on mothering shows that; 

‘gender is the structure of social relations that centres on the reproductive arena, and the set of 

practises (governed by this structure) that bring reproductive distinctions between bodies into social 

processes’ (Connell in Robinson, 2009: 12). State Ibuism shows how power relations surround 

gender as the patriarchal state creates a notion of how womanhood should be performed.  

Suryakusuma furthers this idea by arguing that women are still constructed to fit a certain 

hierarchical and patriarchal order, but now the state does not have total control it is open to more 

interpretations; the current one being a conservative Islamic one that, ‘requires subordinate 

compliant women’ (2012). This can be seen in the context of rising Islam especially after the 

downfall of Orde Baru, as the regime was seen as unjust and corrupt and thus Islam was embraced 

as a source of values (Robinson, 2009). This can apply to various historical events in Aceh such as the 

involvement in the Darul Islam Rebellion and the implementation of Sharia Law.  

Despite Acehnese society being matrifocal, it is also conservative and patriarchal (Srimulyani, 2012). 

State/Islamic Ibuism are relevant ideologies to outline because they explain the context in which the 

respondents act. For two reason I do not fully align with Suryakusuma’s innately negative stance on 

Islamic Ibuism which purportedly requires subordinate women. The first is that it does not fully 

account for the role that religion plays and the possible influence of religious beliefs’ on actors, 

which is an inherently personal relationship. Actions may not merely be products of an external 
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subordinating influence. Second, it is possible that women chose to act in certain ‘subordinating’ 

ways and may not be seen as inimical to their pursuits, but rather in line with them.  

This internal religious relationship is a keystone in situating the findings because it is what 

distinguishes the respondents and the context from a more Westernised or non-Islamic situation. 

Accounting for these differences will produce a more nuanced understanding of the Acehnese 

Islamic locale. This is important in this post-9/11 era, as the views on Muslim Women from non-

Muslims are often tentative and turbulent. Mahmood ascribes this to the secular-liberal politics that 

the western feminism movement has been a critical part of (2012).  

 

Matrifocality  

Matrifocality can be described as an indigenous cultural norm whereby the Mother is economically 

and emotionally the centre in the family structure (Srimulyani, 2007; Robinson, 2009). Smith 

portrays it as matriarchal, matri-central set-up, ‘it is women who in their role as mothers come to be 

the focus of relationships’ (1996 in Srimulyani, 2007:326).  In practise matrifocality has meant that in 

Acehnese society it is common for men to move into their wife’s house after marriage, traditionally 

provided by her parents. Women often saw men as superfluous in the raising of the children and 

were just seen as economic providers, strengthening the matrifocal system (Siegel, 1969).  As the 

focus of women’s ‘power’ is in the household, the so-called ‘private sphere’ it can be understood as 

a non-institutionalised, informal source of power. The matrifocal set up has been in decline as 

urbanisation has been increasing and the nuclear family model has crept into traditional societies 

dissolving the matrilineal lines (Srimulyani, 2007). The urban middle class epitomises this dissolution. 

Matrifocality is an example of the difference in agency and empowerment in Indonesian Muslim 

women, in comparison to more Westernised or secular conception. It is important to note that 

within Indonesia and the Muslim world there are huge variations of women’s agency and the factors 

that influence it. I make this West-Aceh distinction due to the cultural political geography of 

fieldwork and the comparisons made in the relevant literature.  

Matrifocality and State Ibuism are connected yet contradict each other as they represent different 

spheres of women’s agency; the former is the centre of informal non-institutionalised ‘power’ whilst 

the latter is more a support system for the male dominated family set-up.  They both impact 

women’s roles as they shape the image of womanhood around the mothering role. This came 

through very strongly as is discussed in the empirical chapters. These notions combined give a fuller 

idea of the position of women in Acehnese society and the conditions in which the main agents 
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function. The following section deals with Pendidikan Islami, a further reflection of Acehnese societal 

values.  

 

Islamic Education: Pendidikan Islami  

 

This final section of the chapter focuses on Aceh’s education system. It is the direct structure 

in which the respondents work, meaning it partially shapes their agency. It is also a reflection of 

Aceh’s value system; the province has a long history of Islamic education which is related to Islam’s 

fundamental positon in Aceh (Milligan, 2009; Reid, 2004). Pendidikan Islami is the result of a long 

socio-religious and historical development of the Acehnese people (Srimulyani and Buang, 2014). It 

is also a reflection of the importance of Islam and the role it plays in Acehnese society.  Due to the 

omnipresence and foundational role of Islam, Pendidikan Islami is not just about building the 

academic knowledge of the child, but about developing their character; akhlaq (Islamic ethics; used 

to refer to developing the children’s attitude, manner) (ibid). This was commonly repeated during 

interviews.  

All schools in Aceh provide what is generally understood as an Islamic education. Madrasahs are 

modern Islamic schools with features such as tables, chairs and a fixed curriculum; they have long 

included secular and general subjects. They are seen as modernist with their traditionalist 

counterpart’s pesantren maintaining the traditional model of non-grading and teaching conducted 

on the floor (Srimulyani, 2013).  There are however, modern pesantrens which integrate the national 

curriculum with religious teaching. The existence of Madrasahs has caused tension between 

modernist and traditionalist religious leaders (Husein 1985 in Srimulyani, 2013).  In Aceh there are 

1,174 Madrasahs and 1,205 pesantrens, the majority are traditional (ibid). This indicates the scale 

and importance of religious education.   

Sekolahs (general schools) are run by MOE which teach the national curriculum along with religious 

teaching. Previously they had less religious teaching than madrasa’s and pesantrens. This meant 

there was an uneven dichotomy; religious schools were seen as second best to sekolahs. The need to 

reconcile this became the ‘dominant discourse in the Muslim elite’ (Srimulyani and Buang, 2014: 92). 

There are two legislative acts that identify this; the Peraturan Daerah (local regulation) No.6 2000 

and the Law on Governing Aceh 2005 which reinforced the uniformity (LoGA) (ibid: 91-94). LoGA was 

the result of the peace negotiations that ended the conflict and increased the autonomy of the 

province. Sekolah’s now have 6-8 hours of religious teaching a week. This indicates the importance 
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of Pendidikan Islami to Acehnese authorities and society and hints at its role in further 

differentiating Aceh from Jakarta.  

Pesantrens are seen as ‘little kingdoms’ and ‘subcultures’ of the Indonesian Muslim world 

(Srimulyani; 2012: 16). This is because they are microcosms of societies and are responsible for the 

transferring of Islamic knowledge and nurturing reputable Muslims. Their morals derive from the 

religious and socio-cultural aspects of the society they are part of. This also applies to their views on 

gender (Srimulyani, 2007). The pesantren concept of Indonesian Muslim femininity is one that 

translates into viewing education as preparation for dealing with their maternal duties and morally 

and religiously being a good wife and mother for future generations (ibid). This came through 

strongly in the data and reflects a form of State/Islamic Ibuism.  The role of pesantrens is to provide 

a sound religious education which in turn acts as a shield from unwanted external influences, 

especially prevalent in this globalising time (Asrohah, 2011). This impacts the conception of gender 

as it is another facet to the woman’s role.  
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Research Locations 

 

The research mostly took place in two modern pesantrens. Both schools were outside of 

Banda Aceh city and located in the regency of Aceh Besar, one was north of the city and the other 

was south east. The majority of the respondents were female religious teachers, male religious 

teachers and Principals from these schools, the remainder were independent contacts. It was not 

the intention to focus on Pesantrens as I had previously been informed that access might be too 

difficult for a foreigner. However, during the first few weeks I made good contacts with female 

English teachers at the respective schools and was granted unlimited access. Contacts were 

established in an informal way; the contacts at Siem were contacts from a visiting researcher at 

ICAIOS whom had visited the school previously. My contact at Lubuk was the sister of contact made 

through informal channels. The schools will be labelled Siem and Lubuk due to their locations and to 

ensure anonymity.  

The excitement of having a ‘bule’ (white person) in the school played a role in their eagerness to 

allow me to conduct interviews and observations. This will have influenced the data as the schools 

that were uncomfortable in my presence would not allow me to collect data. At one school I tried to 

gain access to the Principals were suspicious of me. I conducted one interview and did not return as 

it was clear I was unwelcome.  I occasionally taught English at both schools and gave ‘motivation’ 

speeches during classes. School accreditation was looming during the research period and Siem had 

previously been accredited a ‘C’8 grade. They were grateful for my presence as it was perceived that 

it would shine well on the school and maybe improve their rating. I am in no doubt that I helped very 

little. The interviews always took place in the schools as they were conducted between lessons. This 

research was not meant to be a comparative study and fundamentally it is not one, but some 

differences in the views of the teachers at the two schools have made it worthy to note the 

difference. 

  

                                                           
8 Schools are given grades: A (very good), B (Good), and C (Sufficient). The assessment is conducted by the 
National Accreditation Agency for Schools (BAN-S / M). There are a few factors which the schools are assessed 
on, named ‘standards’, including: contents, processes, graduate competence, teachers, facilities, governance, 
finance, and educational assessments. All of these standards are regulated by ministerial regulations (private 
correspondence, 22-10-15).  
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Theoretical Framework 

 

This chapter will critically discuss the theories used to frame and analyse the data. It begins 

with the broader theories and narrowing down as the chapter progresses. The first section portrays 

the meta-theory the Strategic Relational Approach (henceforth SRA). All the other theories fit into 

SRA and help analyse certain aspects within it. The second part narrows into Teacher Agency 

(Vongalis-Macrow, 2007). The third section delves into gender and the concluding section portrays 

Muslim women’s agency (Robinson, 2006; Mahmood, 2012, 2001; Srimulyani, 2007, 2012) 

 

Strategic Relational Approach (SRA) 

 

SRA (Jessop, 2005; Lopes Cardozo and Shah forthcoming; Hay, 2002; Lopes Cardozo, 2009; Lopes 

Cardozo, 2015; Lopes Cardozo and Hoeks, 2015;) as well as additional literature on teacher agency 

(Pherali, 2015; Vongalis-Macrow, 2007; Giroux, 2003) was used to decipher the nature and degree of 

the respondent’s agency and how it related to the micro structure of the religious schools and 

family, and the macro level of Acehnese society and Islam. The SRA approach is appropriate because 

it establishes a multi-layered understanding of teacher’s complex and often contradictory roles and 

strategies, in relation to their wider contexts (Lopes Cardozo and Shah, forthcoming). It does this by 

recognising that structure and agency are intertwined concepts, ‘it examines structure in relation to 

action, action in relation to structure’ (Jessop, 2005; 48). As this research was inductive, during the 

research period I looked for signs of the interplay between structure and agency; how the specific 

school, subject and societal set-up affected their agency. As religion plays such a large role in 

shaping the agents it was necessary to account for perceptions of higher powers.   

SRA places structure and agency in a dialectical relationship. Actors are both structured and 

structuring, whilst the institutions are strategically selective contexts that privilege some actors over 

others (Jessop, 2005). Structures do not guarantee their own survival they merely privilege certain 

actors and they continue to reinforce the system (ibid).  This connects human power with the notion 

of empowerment. However, this thesis will not be using the more Westernised view of 

empowerment as the ‘power over’, but as the ‘power to’ or ‘power within’ (Kabeer, 1999a). ‘Over’ 

implies the act of subordinating others and/or being subordinate, whereas Mahmood’s explanation 

of Muslim women’s agency argues that agency must be understood within the parameters of 

cultural and religious expectations, not in only in terms of resistance and subordination may not be a 
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negative situation (2001). Additionally, having increased knowledge may not result in the power 

‘over’ others, just the power ‘to’ help them in religious, or other, matters. 

This idea of power must be located within the Strategic Relational Approach. Both Jessop (2005) and 

Hay (2000) claim that it lies on the strategically selective context side because the structures are 

comprised of privileged actors; ‘the concept of structural selectivity highlights the tendency for 

specific structures and structural configurations to selectively reinforce specific forms of action, 

tactics, or strategies and to discourage others’ (Jessop, 2005; 49).  Change occurs in the feedback 

line on the structure side which is labelled ‘transformation of context’ (effects of action). It is made-

up of the most powerful actors and thus facilitating transformation (Hay, 2000). This connects with 

how power effects gender construction.  

Aceh is a patriarchal society, suggesting that structural power lies with the men. Structures ‘call the 

shots’ on the chances for transformation and strongly shape and influence agent’s spaces for action. 

This location of power does not hinder empowerment in this particular research context because it 

is classified as a more internal, informal and non-institutionalised form as reflected by the cultural 

norm of matricfocality. It is in these ‘effects of action’ that Butler’s ideas on gender (1999) and SRA 

connect because that is where the transformation or reproduction of identity takes place i.e. the 

‘effects of action’ on the agent.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Hay, 2000: 131) 
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On the actor side ‘effects of action’ is labelled ‘enhanced strategic knowledge’ implying an internal 

benefit and, in relation to the research context, the intrinsic value of education and being educated. 

It also represents the innerness of faith and religious knowledge, which can also be strategic due to 

the structural role that Islam plays. The agent side fits into the research because of the internal 

aspect and value of knowledge and how it can be seen strategically. Enhanced strategic (religious) 

knowledge is where empowerment is located and reflects the ‘power to’. Empowerment is on the 

agent side because it is intertwined with, and an extension of, agency. It is also a (positive) result of 

the strategic action and strategy. This paper is not claiming that patriarchal societies do not hinder 

women’s empowerment, but in this specific context with these respondents and the conception of 

empowerment that emerged from the data, it was not seen to be a serious obstruction. The next 

section will explain how Teacher Agency functions and its compatibility with the SRA model, also 

visualised in the Conceptual Scheme. 

Teacher Agency  

 

Vongalis-Macrow (2007) proposes that education systems comprise of three elements; structures, 

agents and relationships. Relationships are the way structure and agents interact and play a central 

role in how both are formatted. This, on the agent side, is seen as ‘structurally-orientated strategic 

calculation’ which describes how agents understand the structures they are acting in and the 

influence on their actions, ‘their feel for the game’ ((Jessop, 2005:50-49). Structures are ‘systematic 

ways of organising resources’, they frame capacity and shape functions and actions (Vongalis-

Macrow, 2007; 438). As this is where power is meant to be held, the structural functions are seen as 

‘structurally inscribed strategic selectivity’ (Jessop, 2005:50).  Agency is defined as ‘actions that are 

part of obligations of occupying in a particular position’ (Vongalis-Macrow, 2007:438). Within agency 

there are three tenets of teachers agency and capabilities; authority, responsibility and autonomy 

(ibid). These tie into SRA as they are all part of the strategic actor and influence their strategies and 

actions,  

- Authority refers to the idea that teaching is an ethical activity and that teachers are often 

important members of society and often have roles that extend beyond the label of 

‘teacher’ (Pherali, 2015; Vongalis-Macrow, 2007). Teaching religious education is seen as an 

important occupation and shapes the extent of their authority. Their increased roles in 

society and enhanced agency due to their positon can be seen in the Operationalisation 

table in the indicator of Empowerment, ‘Community Involvement’. 
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- Responsibility relates to the limits and boundaries of teacher agency, which is shaped by the 

both structures and agents (Vongalis-Macrow, 2007). It is connected to authority through 

the respondent’s awareness of their enhanced role as religious teachers in Pesantrens, their 

duty as mothers (for some respondents) and their obligations as Muslims.  

 

- Autonomy is the capacity to determine or pursue individual interests (Vongalis-Macrow, 

2007:425).  This tenet is the hardest to identify as it is partly characterised by religious 

obligations and is thus most different to a Western idea of autonomy. This will be further 

dealt with in the Muslim Women’s agency section. 

Giroux’s ideas can also be introduced here as he purports that teachers have a responsibility to raise 

questions about what they teach, but in order for this to occur, they must have agency beyond the 

confines of the context in which they teach. Such a task is impossible when teachers have little 

influence over the ideological conditions in which they work (2003:48). This signals the influence 

that the structures and the powerful actors within them have, and the control over the agency of 

less privileged actors. Giroux further argues, ‘schools are contested spheres that embody and 

express struggle over what forms of authority, types of knowledge [and] forms of moral regulation 

[…] should be legitimated and transmitted to students’ (ibid). This combines all three elements of 

teacher agency. They have a responsibility to the school to ‘do their job’ and teach what is required, 

whilst also remembering that teaching is an ethical task as they are transferring important religious 

or cultural knowledge. This is even more prominent as a religious teacher in the context of Aceh. 

This is in tandem with teacher’s authority because they are often in an elevated positon outside of 

the school walls as well as within.     

To conclude this section; teacher agency is based on an interpretation of and reflection on their 

context, counterbalanced by their own value commitments, personal background and sense of 

professional expertise 

(Jansen, 2001).    

 

 

 

 (Adapted from 

Vongalis-Macrow, 2007)  
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Gender  

 

This section will build on the earlier introductions on gender in order to clarify how the 

researcher understands gender and embed it in wider theoretical literature. When this thesis 

references gender it refers to the construction of womanhood, or, ‘what it means to be a woman in 

a particular context’.  The role and positioning of woman is hugely dependent on the structures in 

which they exist, in this research, Indonesian-Acehnese culture and Islam.   

To theorise the emphasis on motherhood and its effects on the construction of womanhood in Aceh, 

Fiona Robinson’s ‘Care Ethics’ will be used; ‘care ethics is based on a relational ontology which sees 

human beings as existing in complex groups and webs of relationships which are thick with 

responsibilities’ (Robinson, 2006:8). This relates to State/Islamic Ibuism and matrifocality which also 

emphasises the mothering role. Care can be seen as both a moral disposition and a kind of work 

which is ever present and a fundamentally constitutive part of all aspects of life (ibid). The 

connection with work applies to the research as it focusses on female teachers; caring is both part of 

their private life and their occupation. Robinson pushes for context sensitive knowledge, ‘ethical 

judgments and prescriptions about the importance and value of care, caring values and caring 

relations can only make sense in the context of the real lives of those engaged in them’ (ibid:8). This 

connects with the broader impacts of the study, emphasising the idea that Indonesian Muslim 

women’s agency is different to other dominant western conceptions and generalising women’s 

agency is destructive when trying to understand cultures so different from one’s own.  

When discussing gender, the issue of subordination must be addressed. Values associated with care 

and dependence are gendered as feminine which has, in some contexts negative connation’s 

relating to weakness (ibid). In Aceh, although this role of caring is seen as the woman’s role, ‘that is 

the noble profession entrusted in the woman’ (Haddad, 1985 in Srimulyani, 2007: 89) showing a 

difference in conception of womanhood. McNay (2010 in De Jaegherea, Parkes and Unterhalter, 

2013: 542) critiques the ‘recognition’ strand of Frasers 3R’s Social Justice Framework9 because it 

makes recognition into a status of subordination as it fails to account for the subjective dimensions 

of oppression, or of how individual perceptions of the social world compel agents to act; how 

structure influences agents, or indeed, the agent’s desire to act in a certain subordinating way. 

                                                           
9 In Nancy Fraser’s (2005) ‘Reframing Justice’ she argues there are three R’s in social justice; representation 
(political), redistribution (economic) and recognition (cultural). ‘Overcoming injustice means dismantling 
institutionalised obstacles that prevent people from participating on par with others, as full partners in social 
interaction’ (Ibid: 5). Recognition connects with ‘doxa’ as they are ideas centred on cultural norms and 
expectations.   
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This introduces Bourdieu’s idea of ‘doxa’ as it explains the strength of structure. It refers to the 

aspects of tradition and culture which are so engrained that they become naturalised, traditions and 

beliefs which exist beyond discourse or argumentation (1977 in Kabeer, 1999a). This applies to the 

research context as there is a dominant ‘Ibuism’ discourse that surrounds women which is part of 

the religious-cultural expectations which may appear to give them a subordinate status. This 

connects with Wendt’s third level of ‘internationalisation of social norms’ which is when they 

become naturalised, see Research Approach (1999 in Copeland, 2000).    

Care ethics is suited to the respondent’s perception of agency because it emphasises the importance 

of care for wider community, society; ‘rather than privileging independence and autonomy in terms 

of moral judgment and action, a moral orientation based on care, breaks down the dichotomies 

between autonomy and dependence, individual and community’ (Sevenhuijsen, 2003 in Robinson, 

2006: 14). This differentiates from a western liberal idea of agency which is based in individualised 

autonomy (Mahmood, 2012). 

To combine these ideas, Eka Srimulyani’s (2007) work on female pesantren students will be 

employed. Femininity in Indonesian Muslim women is fundamentally about motherhood and thus, 

care. Combining care and work is seen as a negotiated middle ground and space for empowerment 

(ibid). This shows the effect that structures; doxa and the conception of womanhood have on 

women. Yet as this section on gender has shown, it is not necessarily a negative impact and thus 

understanding a different ideal of female agency is both important and interesting.  

 

Muslim Women’s Agency and Empowerment 

 

This final section rounds off the Theoretical Framework by framing and advancing the 

difference conception of agency. It also has wider implications as it explains the important 

differences between Muslim women’s agency and those in Western liberal societies. I make this 

distinction because it is the most referred to in the literature, and there are further variations within 

those groupings.  

There is a necessity to highlight at the start of this section; the discussion within gender studies of 

the ‘Muslimwoman’ in which Muslim and Woman have been ‘collapsed into each other […] it is both 

a noun and an adjective that refers to an imposed identity that the woman may, but generally, does 
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not choose for herself’ (Cooke, 2008:117)10.  Muslimwoman oversimplifies diversities to a single 

mental picture, creating a stigma of Muslim women. This is something that as a researcher I was 

aware of, it is crucial to recognise the heterogeneity of women’s perceptions and identities within 

Aceh, and that a ‘blanket’ approach to such sensitive topics does not contribute to understanding of, 

and knowledge on, the subjects.  

To provide a more nuanced understanding of Muslim women’s’ agency Saba Mahmood’s arguments 

will be employed. Although Mahmood’s work is centred on the women’s mosque movement in 

Egypt, many of the ideas about the conceptualisation of Muslim women and their agency are 

applicable to this research. Mahmood writes on the theories of Muslim women’s agency and its 

significant difference from Western and/or non-Muslim women, ‘we have to think of agency not in 

terms of resistance but as the capacity for action that historically specific relations of subordination 

enable and create’ (2012, 2001: 203). There is a vexed relationship between feminism and religious 

traditions, which is perhaps most manifested in discussions on Islam (Mahmood, 2012). This is 

supported by Srimulyani’s work which argues women ‘negotiate’ such space and it is ‘a dialectical 

process in which both men and women are involved in a reciprocity of influence vis a vis each other’ 

(2012: 19). Boddy’s work insists on a ‘dynamic complementarity with men’ (1989 in Mahmood, 

2012:7).  It is this space in which agency and empowerment, responsibility and autonomy (Vongalis-

Macrow, 2007) are located and it presents the argument different, to western feminist conceptions 

and non-Muslim, that it is internal empowerment, the ‘power within/to’ according to Mahmood 

(2001, 2012).  

Mahmood broadens the concept of agency by historicising it and underscoring cultural specificity 

whilst resisting the universalisation of the desire for freedom, which underpins western liberal 

feminist discourse (Anonymous:1). She argues that the desire for freedom is not innate but it is 

‘profoundly mediated by cultural and historical desire’ (Mahmood, 2012:14).  This represents a 

redefinition of agency, one that is a ‘capacious notion that is attentive to particular experiences and 

the particularity of those experiences’ and can be described as a ‘cultural translation of agency’ 

(Anonymous:2). The implication being that dominant ‘Western’ models of women’s agency cannot 

be properly extrapolated and applied to those that do not ascribe to the same value systems. An 

example of this divergence in agency, empowerment and views on freedom came in the 1970’s 

when white middle class feminists called for the destruction of the nuclear family which was deemed 

                                                           
10 Muslimwoman is a neologism coined by Miriam Cooke to criticise how Muslim and Woman have 

become synonymous.  
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as a source of un-freedom. In contrast, Native and African American feminists argued that their 

freedom involved the creation of families having had their communities dismantled through racism, 

genocide and slavery (Mahmood, 2012).  This connects with Robinsons ‘Care ethics’, as it hints at the 

importance of mothering and nurturing in some feminist spheres.  

It is necessary to delve into positive and negative freedom as they are building blocks for individual 

autonomy and pose further discrepancies between agential capacities in varying contexts. Negative 

freedom is the ‘freedom from’ - the absence of external obstacles. Positive freedom can be classified 

as the ‘freedom to’-  the capacity to realise an autonomous will, self-mastery or ‘self-interest’ 

unencumbered by transcendental will and tradition (Mahmood, 2012:11). This paper argues that it 

deals with the ‘power to’ not the ‘power over’ which can be seen to have connections with negative 

and positive freedom respectively. It also argues that this power to / positive freedom formulates 

itself in a different way to western feminist discourse.  Individual autonomy is central to both 

notions and provides much of the ground that feminist theory is based (ibid). However, as Mahmood 

argues, autonomy is not a precondition to agency and recognition must be provided by ‘different 

ways in which people live their moral codes’ (2012:120). There is a tendency to conceptualise agency 

in terms of subversion and resignification of social norms (ibid:14), such as defiance and resistance, 

but ‘agency can only be understood from within the discourses and structures of subordination that 

create the conditions of its enactment’ (ibid: 15). Thus meaning that agency should not be equated 

with autonomy and purporting that resistance is the quintessential expression (Anonymous).  Taking 

this into consideration, the autonomy facet of teacher agency was the hardest to locate11.  

It is important to mention the conception of power as described by Foucault in Mahmood’s work 

because it connects agents to structures and integrates the passages on gender and Muslim 

women’s agency to SRA. Foucault’s conception of power is that it is a strategic relation that 

permeates life; the subject is produced through power relations and is never a blank ‘un-power’ 

affected being. The ‘paradox of subjectivation’ refers to the processes that subordinates agents, but 

are also the means by which she becomes a self-conscious agent (1978, 1980 in Mahmood, 2012: 

17). Therefore, agency does not have to involve defiance or resistance as its defining tenet. ‘The 

abilities that define her modes of agency are products of the operations of power’, (ibid) this 

exemplifies SRA as it shows the agents and structures in a dialectical relationship.  

During the initial interviews when posing the question, ‘does teaching empower you?’, it often fell 

on deaf ears, leading me to change the question to, ‘does teaching enable you to do ‘stuff’ that you 

wouldn’t otherwise be able to?’, usually followed up by, ‘community activities? Volunteering?’ This 

                                                           
11 I admit that this is probably due to my position as a Western researcher.   
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has meant that the conceptualisation of empowerment is very subjective as it not only emerged 

from the respondents but also my own interpretations. I then connected and situated the 

interpretations into Mahmood and Srimulyani’s work to ensure literary and scientific support.  It is 

important to point out that ‘empowerment is like obscenity, you don’t know how to define it, but 

you know it when you see it’ (Rappaport in Kabeer, 1999b). This viewpoint is shared by many 

feminist scholars (Kabeer, 1999a) and although this thesis makes efforts to define it in with a specific 

context, agency and empowerment will remain troublesome concepts in definition or identification. 
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Conceptual Scheme 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key 

XX – female (woman) 

XXT – female (woman) teacher 

RE – Religious education 

RET – Religious education teacher 

XXRET – female religious education teacher 
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Research Approach  
 

This chapter will present the Methodology used in the research. It will then outline the 

methods, and units of analysis. Then how the data analysis was conducted will be discussed. The 

chapter will end with the Ethical Considerations and Limitations that affected and influenced the 

data.  

 

Methodology 

  

The research approach taken was mainly qualitative as the research dealt with personal perceptions 

of agency, events and actions. The sensitive nature of the topic meant that qualitative methods were 

most appropriate as it required the researcher to gain personal information. Bule (white person) are 

not common in Aceh and are sometimes viewed with suspicion so conducting impersonal 

quantitative methods would have been inappropriate. Due to the time frame and specific focus of 

the research purposive sampling (Bryman, 2012: 375) and ‘snowballing’ were used; initial 

respondents provided additional contacts. The main centres of research were two schools that I 

made contacts. From these two school contacts I was then able to interview all of the female 

religious education teachers, an example of snowballing. The other respondents were from a variety 

of sources and schools. One contact was provided by my local supervisor and academic Prof. Eka 

Srimulyani and the rest were through informal contacts spread sporadically throughout the 

fieldwork process.   

As a researcher I had my own interpretation, which was exacerbated by me being a Westerner and 

non-Muslim. I tried to minimise my foreign influence and spent the first couple of weeks 

acclimatising and forging close contacts. I arrived during Ramadan which presented its own 

challenges and the contacts made in those first weeks remained close and were often a point of 

reference for sensitive questions concerning Islam and Acehnese culture – none of them were 

official respondents. Those few weeks lessened the burden of being so foreign and my 

interpretations became less assumptive. This did help as a researcher because it became clear during 

the interview process that it was imperative that I conducted myself in a certain way in order to gain 

less defensive answers.   

In conjunction with the Strategic Relational Approach a constructivist epistemological stance was 

adopted using Wendt’s interpretation. He identifies the reciprocal interaction between structure 
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and agents, ‘structures constitute actors in terms of their interests and identities but structures are 

also produced and altered by the discursive practises of agents’ (1999 in Copeland, 2000:189). 

Wendt recognises the internalisation of social norms on three levels, two of which apply to this 

research: conforming to norms because it is in self-interest, and internalising them so they become 

part of who the actors are. The latter is supported by Foucault’s ‘doxa’ and Mahmoud’s ‘docility’ as 

they highlight the role of structures in internalising norms until they become naturalised. This 

research combines both levels as it is socially favourable (self-interest) and religiously beneficial 

(internalising) to be a religious teacher. It is hard to identify and separate the levels and both are 

present in the data. I do not agree fully with Wendt as he argues, ‘actors through social change can 

emancipate themselves from dysfunctional situations that are in turn replicating conflictual 

practises’ (ibid) and this is not supported by the theories on Muslim women’s agency that argue 

agency is found within the historically subordinating structures and not centred on challenging social 

norms (Mahmoud, 2001, 2012).   

 

Methods 

 

A constructivist approach supports the qualitative methods because it allowed the respondents to 

develop subjective meanings of their experiences which are created socially and historically, linking 

it to SRA which focuses on the interdependent relationship between structure and agents (Cresswell, 

2003). 

 

Units of Analysis 

Considering the research questions, the units of analysis were: (1) female religious education 

teachers, (2) male religious teachers, (3) general subject female teachers (4) Lesson observations 

both religious and general. (5) Principles of the schools, (6) Pusad Studi Wanita members, (6) Forum 

Bangun Aceh staff member (educational NGO). When this thesis refers to main respondents it is 

referring to female religious education teachers.  

Interviews were the most appropriate way to conduct this research and I often made my way ‘into’ 

the schools by teaching English once or twice and becoming acquainted with the English teachers. 

This was not an active choice but the English teachers were often the only people I could 

communicate with. My main form of data collection was semi-structured interviews; I had a list of 
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prepared questions and themes that needed to be covered, but let the respondent’s answers also 

influence the interview because it was their perception of the question that was important. I always 

covered all of the topics apart from in circumstances when I knew the respondent would not answer 

the question as it was uncomfortable or inappropriate. 

For the majority of the interviews I used a translator which may have altered some of the answers. 

There was a difference in experience when I used a local translator to a foreign one; the respondents 

were more willing to explain Islamic terms when I had a foreign companion because they assumed 

that neither understood, whereas when using a local translator the respondents would not pause to 

explain certain terms. The foreign translator was also a housemate and close friend. This made data 

collection easier as I could be very clear about what I desired from the interviews and we would 

often agree to re-ask questions or gain clarification on certain topics. Having two bule women made 

the schools even more willing to have us observe and interview.   

I often conducted group interviews with two or more respondents due to timing constraints and 

many did not feel comfortable being interviewed alone. I think the respondents were more at ease 

being interviewed together because I was a Caucasian, non-Muslim asking questions about Islam 

and this positioning probably appeared quite suspicious even if they were very pleased to be being 

interviewed. There was never a discussion between the respondents so it could not be classified as a 

Focus Group Discussion but reading through the transcripts suggested a group dynamic as they often 

had very similar answers and at similar lengths to the previous respondent. In two group interviews 

at Lubuk senior members of staff were present; respect for elders in Acehnese society is so 

important and engrained. These are aspects I had to take into account during analysis. 

The second form of data collection was general and religious lesson observations. For these I also 

needed a translator as I could only observe the non-verbal actions. The observations of the religious 

lessons were very insightful into teaching methods and content. I also had numerous informal 

conversations with housemates, work colleagues and friends which were not recorded but allowed 

me to ask more pressing and awkward questions which provided a broader understanding of the 

research context. Informal contacts were limited to those that spoke English, which limited contact 

to those with a certain educational level.  
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Data Analysis  

 

During fieldwork I transcribed the interviews and interview notes as soon as possible after the event. 

This meant the sessions were fresh in my memory and more details were noted. I also took a 

notebook to the observations and conducted post-observation sessions with my translator to 

communicate extra notes. This was especially true with my foreign translator as neither of us had 

ever held interviews on such subjects or in such a context. The transcriptions were loaded into 

computer programme Atlas ti on return from the field. In the analysis stage there were three levels 

of coding from narrow to broad: indicators, dimensions and concepts. These are visualised in the 

Operationalisation Table by the three columns. I began from the indicators and worked upwards 

towards the concepts, ‘Teacher Agency’ and ‘Empowerment’ by grouping and creating ‘code 

families’ on Atlas ti. Conducting research into religious matters in Aceh is sensitive so to avoid any 

mishaps I never recorded respondent’s information and coded interviews accordingly.  At the end of 

fieldwork I presented preliminary findings to ICAIOS (the research consortium I was affiliated to) in a 

public discussion. This provided an opportunity to reflect and discuss my interpretations, therefore 

enriching my data as I received feedback. It enhanced the analysis and conclusions and I questioned 

my own reflections. Although none of the respondents were present, good friends, academics and 

female teachers were so it acted like a quasi-respondent validation session. 

 

Ethical Considerations and Limitations 

 

Wilcox makes an interesting reflection about researching Muslims, ‘disempowered groups are often 

suspicious of the researchers and their plans for the data. Although Muslims are not a minority in 

Indonesia, vis a vis the West, there are deep seated feelings of mistrust and lack of empowerment’ 

(2002 in Lukens-Bull, 2007:177). At one school I visited it was clear I was unwelcome, the school had 

apparently had a bad experience with an NGO publication and were wary of Westerners. This 

negative experience was fortunately a one-off.  

Many of my respondents were exercised at the omnipresence of ISIS in Western media and the 

negative portrayal of Islam. Some were grateful at my presence as I represented a western effort to 

understand the Muslim world.  One respondent said that he had one wish for me, that I would 

understand Islam through ‘the methods not the people’ and that I pass on my knowledge to my 
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Christian friends12. This indicates the relevance of the research; it contributes to the lack of 

reasoned, available information about Islam in non-Islamic parts of the world and it tries to lessen 

the growing gulf between the two. I was painfully aware of my positioning throughout this research 

and how it affected the respondent’s answers and my own personal conduct. However, it is exactly 

those circumstances that made the research so interesting and valuable.  

Contrary to the expectation prior going to the field, respondents of this research were not difficult to 

approach and had willingness to collaborate. Some of them viewed me as responsible for ‘spreading 

the word’ to the West’.  As a young Caucasian woman in Aceh there were a number of assumptions 

regarding my faith, beliefs about Islam and sexual behaviour to name but a few.  Kirsch (2005 in 

Afrianty, 2010-2015) argues that it is important for researchers to be able to create a friendly 

relationship with their interviewees; ‘the more successful [one is] at forming [a] close relationship 

with interviewees, the more likely they [are] to reveal personal thoughts or feelings’. Therefore, 

attentive care was given whilst asking questions that touched upon women, religion and cultural 

beliefs in order not to let personal understandings influence conversations.  

As a Christian the issue of faith was not so much a problem. However, an open atheist would have 

probably found it more difficult to forge a relationship with some of the contacts. It was so 

important for them to know that I understood what it meant to believe. It was often the first 

question they asked. My position was so crucial and influential in the research and it affected the 

data in two ways; either it would make the respondents very uneasy and caged or it would have the 

opposite effect. Some informants were eager to be interviewed as it gave an opportunity to voice 

their views on largely misunderstood topics; Islam and women. The novelty of having a bule around 

certainly encouraged them. At the end of the interviews I would always ask if there was anything 

else they wanted to tell me, many mentioned how positive Islam was.  

 

Limitations  

The main limitation of this fieldwork was time. I was in the field for just over 10 weeks which was not 

enough time to thoroughly investigate such a subject and forge close contacts. I also entered the 

field at the start of Ramadan so research time was cut to 7 weeks as potential respondents were 

unable to participate due to fasting and schools were on holiday. This year’s Ramadan was one of 

the hottest recorded (in Aceh) which further prevented data collection. The language barrier was 

also a hindrance as most contact had to be conducted through an interpreter. Although using an 

                                                           
12 It is interesting to note that he assumed all my friends were believers.  
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interpreter will have altered the answers I had faith in all my translators to work at the best of their 

ability.   

This research is restricted to the province of Aceh which has a very unique context of post-conflict, 

post-tsunami and Sharia law therefore conclusions may not be applicable to the rest of Indonesia. 

Research was also limited to the city of Banda Aceh and the immediate surrounding areas. This 

means that the respondents were mostly urbanised middle class and their answers will have 

reflected those values. Therefore, conclusions cannot be extrapolated to rural Aceh as that is more 

underdeveloped.   
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Data Chapter 1: How are female teachers, and religious teachers 

perceived and framed within the (cultural, political economy) context 

of the school, the community and broader societal levels?  

 

In this chapter the role of female and religious teachers will be explained using primary data and 

secondary literature. This chapter focuses on the broader religious contextual level and will set the 

scene for the oncoming chapter as it frames their roles from three levels; broader societal levels, 

community and school. The views of both main (female religious teachers) and secondary 

respondents; the six members of Pusad Studi Wanita, a women’s activist group within IAIN Ar-Raniry 

(UIN: Islamic university, Banda Aceh), the three Principals from Siem and Lubuk, and male religious 

teachers will be used to frame the teachers roles. The chapter is laid out as  follows, 

- The first section will look at the broadest level; the importance of Islam and its educational 

emphasis. This will bring in Pendidikan Islami and the enhanced role of religious teachers.  

 

- The second section looks at the difference in being a religious teacher compared to a general 

subject teacher by looking at the lack of focus on financial assets and the responsibility to 

higher powers, 

 

- The third section moves down to the community level. It will begin with the importance of 

community in Islam and then look at the role female and religious teachers have in informal 

teaching settings.  

 

- The fourth section looks at how religious education is perceived in comparison to general 

subjects. It looks at the balance between science and religion, the negative effects of not 

having good Islamic education and the role religious education plays in ensuring good 

Muslims.   

 

When this thesis speaks of ‘religious education’ teachers or ‘religious’ teachers it is not referring to 

Islamic religious leaders or scholars commonly known as ulamas. In this research religious teachers 

are simply teachers who teach religious subjects such as Qur’anic recitation, fiqh, Sharia, and hadith 

within the formal school structure, although most took part in informal teaching in the asrama or 

masjid as well. In Aceh, teachers are known for their external involvement in informal teaching and 

community roles which hints at their position in society.  
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Islam and Acehnese Culture  

 

Importance of Islam 

To begin deciphering the role of female and religious teachers it is necessary to begin with the 

importance that Islam plays in Acehnese society.. For the Acehnese, Islam is an identifier that 

defines who they are, it influences and forms the base of all Acehnese traditions (Siegel, 1969).  The 

role and presence of Islam must not be underestimated. It was the most prominent contextual 

factor during the research and heavily influenced the form of agency that the respondents assume 

because they have to act within the parameters of Islam in a strongly Islamic society. A main 

respondent (R22) expressed the impact of Islam on people’s identities, 

‘Whatever you want to become in the future you have to become it religiously […] you do it 

with the feeling of Islam. It’s the foundation to build anything and not to be limited because once 

you have Islam with you, you will grow’.  

This indicates the crucial role of Islam and how it is perceived by the respondents. ‘Religion is 

everything and without religion there is nothing’ (R6), this was by a main respondent from Siem and 

was a common thought across all respondents. The foundational role of Islam in Aceh is epitomised 

by Sharia law, ‘especially in Aceh now in Sharia Law, people gradually change the way they dress, 

people now care about their religion more than before’ (R15).  I would dispute the assumed 

homogeneity of Acehnese society, but it is clear that the role that Islam plays reaches well beyond 

that of religion in the majority of Western societies. During Ramadan it is illegal to open business 

during fasting hours and breaking the fast is punishable by fine, lashings or even imprisonment. 

Muslim dress is heavily regulated for women (Afrianty, 2015) and the veil is compulsory school 

uniform.   These are just a few material examples to indicate the reach of Islam, but it penetrates 

everyday life both physically and mentally. It was common for the respondents to tell me that Islam 

was a guide to life and the Quran was the guidebook; ‘the Quran tells you everything you need to do 

in your life, so if you cannot read the Quran, how can you know what to do if you have a problem’ 

(R20).   

Another example of the extended role of Islam is how religious lessons teach practicalities such as 

cleanliness, this was mentioned during an interview with an administration member of Lubuk. This 

was supported by a religious lesson at Siem when the focus was the seven types of water that it was 

appropriate to wash with before praying, and how to keep clean during menstruation. These 

practical lessons show the reach of Islam, how the structure influences the agents in a tangible 
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fashion. The girls, I assume, follow these rules. Interestingly, Siem used the kitab kuning which is an 

Arabic Islamic Wahhabis textbook which advocates a more conservative interpretation of Islam. This 

might cause worry amongst Westerners, and indeed Indonesians regarding the rise of radical 

fundamentalism. However, as this chapter will show, the only school that I was sure used the kitab 

kuning appeared to show less conservative values in relation to women.  ‘If you want to be happy in 

your life now you do it by knowing a lot about religion, and if you want to be happy in the afterlife 

then you really need the knowledge about Islam’ (R24); religion impacts respondent’s identities in 

that they understand how being educated in Islam is important for both today and the afterlife. It 

also introduces the next section which is about the role and relevance of education in Islam which is 

more specific to the main respondents.  

 

The Educational Emphasis in Islam - ‘Sharing the Knowledge’  

‘Islam attaches great value to education and prescribes it as the duty of a woman as well as that of a 

man to acquire knowledge’ (Menon, 1979:82). This thesis will focus on the educational obligations, 

such as the emphasis placed on learning and the consequent importance of teachers as these were 

the most commonly mentioned by respondents. This section is relevant because it will frame the 

relevance of (religious) teachers in relation to Islam which relates to their importance in Acehnese 

society.  

‘It is our believing that you have to earn knowledge from everywhere […] the Prophet said that you 

learn from the first time you see the world till the day you die, so don’t stop learning’ (R7). This is 

indicative of the emphasis on education and teaching.  ‘Sharing knowledge’ was a frequently 

repeated phrase because of its religious significance.  The first sura from Allah was an order to learn, 

the Prophet is also classed as a teacher, hinting at the high status of education. Keeping knowledge 

to oneself is seen as a sin, so teaching is a way to ensure that does not occur. Transferring the 

knowledge and its religious meaning was a view held by all the respondents as it influenced many of 

them to become religious teachers,  ‘there is a hadith that says if you die there are only three things 

that will give you endless reward, one being the knowledge you transferred to others’ (R15). This 

relates to the religious teacher’s responsibility to higher powers and the impact of religion on the 

respondents identities.  This could be an example of a strategic calculation – a formulation of a 

strategy within a context (Hay, 2002; Jessop, 2005) -because it shows agents choosing an occupation 

that is valued in society and has good religious kudos. There are other material influences that play a 

role in the choice to be teachers, but religious reasons were most regularly present. This could be 
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because they teach religion but also might be a politically sensitive answer to give to a researcher; it 

is possible they would give different answers if asked by their peers.   

Another facet of ‘sharing the knowledge’  was to ensure the next generation becomes well versed in 

Islam and have good akhlaq - often described as a person’s attitude or character. This means 

religious teachers have a special role as they are partially responsible for this development along 

with parents and society: ‘very difficult ask to be a teacher in society – because if they teach the 

student wrong they have become wrong product’ (R1). This responsibility was particular to the 

female religious education teachers as the impact of being a religious teacher surpasses that of a 

general subject teacher. It is because religious teachers deal with matters of the heart and higher 

powers. This indicates the responsibility tenet and this research’s conceptualisation of teacher 

agency; that it is expanded due to being a religion teacher. It connects with empowerment because 

it shows the unique role of passing on Islam which is both internally (personally) and externally 

(societal) satisfying. The religious obligation to teach is very powerful and is an example of the 

dialectical relationship between the structures (Islam, society) and the agents (religious teachers) as 

it influenced the respondents to choose this occupation.  

  ‘She chose religious education teacher because it’s the base of everything, religion is the 

base of everything […] so it’s a foundation, without religion you cannot build anything above’ (R18).  

This connects the role of Islam in Acehnese society as a guide to life, and the role of religious 

teachers. This was supported by a male counterpart, ‘In our holy Quran it is stated that it is 

important to learn something, to teach something - so that’s why he wants to be a teacher’. This 

widespread view of religious education across all the respondents epitomises the status of religious 

education teachers and its relationship with the wider societal context.  

 

Pendidikan Islami  

Aceh’s Islamic education system (Pendidkan Islami) epitomises the significance of Islam in Aceh as 

the system ensures religion plays a central role in education. To indicate the position of religious 

teachers I have included a diagram from Srimulyani and Buang’s work highlighting the outreach of 

Pendidikan Islami (2014). Islam is regarded by many as more than just a religion but as a guide to 

life. Therefore, it is imperative that the following generation, in order to become good Islamic 

subjects have a deep understanding of the religion and its sacred texts. Pendidikan Islami is the 

vehicle in which this objective is reached.  It is also a hallmark of Aceh’s distinctiveness from Jakarta, 

as it reflects the values and morals that Acehnese deem important. Therefore, it is a good reflection 
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of how the society sees the roles of religious teachers, as transmitters of Acehnese values and 

morals. As both schools were boarding schools the children could really see, understand and practise 

the religious theory which they had been taught because they would see their teachers practising in 

daily life outside of ‘regular’ school hours, for example, how to pray correctly. 

 

(Srimulyani and Buang, 2014: 93) 

From this diagram it is possible to extrapolate the role that religious teachers have in relation to the 

education system and Acehnese society. Pendidikan Islami is a clear example of the strategic 

formulation by structures and agents as they simultaneously satisfy each other’s needs and shape 

each other’s capacities. The religious schools influence the teacher’s role within the school, 

community and society, whilst the agents transmit moral values to the students. The following quote 

is a reflection of that and was echoed by all the main respondents, ‘they [religious education 

teachers] put very foundation for the children first, so she thought religious education is very 

important to build character of the kid’ (R15). 

 

Importance of teachers  

‘Teachers are really really important, if you don’t have teachers you don’t have teachers. No one 

succeeds without teachers’ (R16 female religious teacher). This reflects the role and responsibility 

that the teachers assign to themselves. It was also expressed by non-teachers in relation to teacher’s 

roles in the community. It is important to highlight this notion because it is a contextual factor 

present in both Islam and Acehnese culture and influences the capacity for agency and 

empowerment.  There is a hadith that tells the story of four groups of people attempting to enter 
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heaven and the teacher is rewarded first entry because without the teacher, none of the others 

present would know what heaven was or how or why to enter (R26). This shows the religious 

importance of teachers and this respect is epitomised on celebrations such as Idul Fitri and Idul 

Adha13 as the ‘second house you visit after your family is your teachers’ ‘(R7). At one interview 

session my local translator greeted the interviewees by placing their hand on her forehead, a 

greeting reserved for elders. When asked why she had done so, she replied simply, ‘any teacher is 

my teacher’, thus showing the position of teaches in Aceh-Islam society.   

‘In Islam it is also said that teachers and/or people who share knowledge are better than those that 

keep it to themselves’ (R17). This suggests that religious teachers are perceived to have a unique 

responsibility and authority (Vongalis-Macrow, 2007) as they are well educated in Islam and are able 

to transfer valuable knowledge. They have a moral and religious responsibility to their students and 

community to pass on their knowledge which they are able to do so through their authority as a 

teacher. This shows the Strategic Relational Approach in working in tandem with teacher agency as 

the agents make a strategic calculation (decision to be a religious teacher), execute a strategic action 

(being an religious teacher) which enables them to have enhanced (strategic) knowledge (enhanced 

religious knowledge) which contributes to enhanced teacher agency and empowerment. This is all 

dependent on the structures that make religious education and its teachers valuable and privileged. 

Other societal aspects do come into play such as the narrative that teaching is the most appropriate 

occupation for women and the financial benefits (see next section). The next narrows the focus to 

religious teachers. 

 

Religious Teachers  

This section will frame the religious teachers from the perspectives of the three Principals 

interviewed (2 = Siem (male), 1 = Lubuk (female) ). This is to show how religious teachers are 

perceived and how that framing is associated to how they frame themselves. 

 By focusing on the difference in role of being a religious teacher from the perspective of the 

Principals inadvertently informs the reader about how they are framed within the school. The Siem 

Junior Principal stressed the importance of religious education indicating the positon of the religious 

teachers, ‘Dayah14 is first about teaching about Islam, it is not only Islam but the basis and 

foundation of a dayah is Islamic teaching’.  He also highlighted the difference in teaching in a 

                                                           
13 Idul Fitri and Idul Adha are Islamic celebrations/holidays. Idul Fitri comes at the end of Ramadan,  
14 Dayah and pesantren are used interchangeably in Aceh, both refer to Islamic boarding schools.  
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religious school, both these aspects are indicators of the ‘Teacher Agency’ concept, see 

Operationalisation Table, 

 ‘[A dayah education is] better, more religious. In the end its more complete – outside you 

have religious education but here you have lots of branches: fiqh, hadith, more complete’ 

(R27) 

‘How and why is that important?’ (Researcher) 

‘The knowledge about Islam is really wide, to really understand Islam they need to 

understand all the different branches.  In normal education they will just learn what the 

main principles of Islam but here they learn really how to apply it, pray correctly’ (R27). 

The depth of religious education at religious schools is indicative of the greater responsibility placed 

on the teachers and their positioning within the school. Although the respondents were aware of 

this pressure it was never seen as a negative tenet. Many answered that being a religious teacher 

was their calling, this will be analysed in the following section.  

The Senior Principle at Siem answered concomitantly by accentuating that the role of pesantrens 

and religious teachers was to develop the children’s akhlaq (attitude), ‘the vision/mission of a Dayah 

is to focus on Islamic education and religious teaching but more so on akhlaq behaviour of children, 

it’s very important’. It is a reflection of the responsibility tenet of teacher agency (Vongalis-Macrow, 

2007) exacerbated under the role of a religious teacher as are partially responsible for the 

development of the child’s akhlaq. The enhanced position shows the relationship between the 

structures and the agents as the religious boarding school (pesantren) prioritises religious education. 

This shows the three parts of education systems, relationships, structure and agents, according to 

Vongalis-Macrow (2007).   
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Requirements of a Religious Education Teacher  

 

This section will delve into the main themes of why the role of a religious teacher differentiates from 

general subjects; financial aspects, their belief system and the responsibility to the children.  

Being Beyond Money 

Two religious teachers, one male and one female emphasised the notion that as a religious teacher 

their responsibility and life trajectory was ‘beyond money’. Salaries did not seem to be important 

part in their role, ‘she said she would even chose it if someone offered her millions and to stay at 

home, she would still chose an unpaid teacher’ (R14). R14 was markedly humble about her role. A 

male religious teacher from Siem advanced this idea,  

‘Does he feel it’s slightly different to being another teacher?’ (Researcher) 

Every single religious teacher has their own principle […] the grant of being a religious 

education teacher is not only the world, you’re going to get beyond the world. He doesn’t 

make much money, another teacher makes more money, but being a religious education 

teacher you don’t put that standard, your standard is beyond money’. (R7) 

Although this was not a widespread view and some respondents did mention salaries, it was 

necessary to note as these respondents felt it differentiated them from general subject teachers. It 

also highlighted the difference in teaching at schools like Siem where teachers do not receive sergu, 

the salary bonus for teachers.  

 

Responsibility to Their Religious Beliefs 

Another element of religious education teachers was their perceived responsibility to God and the 

focus on both the present and the afterlife. Whilst general subject teachers, according to the 

religious teachers, only needed to focus on the present day, this is disputable, many Acehnese are 

devout Muslims and it would be impossible to make that conclusion, 

‘In Islam you believe in two lives the one that is going on now and the life after death […]. 

When you are a general teacher you only care about the world, but as a religious teacher you need 

to combine. It is more complex’ (R7). 
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This is indicative of their extended authority and responsibility to their students ‘when you teach 

religion your responsibility is directly to God […] your responsibility to the children the day after will 

have what they need’ (R14). This responsibility also involves making them ‘good people’ which is 

inextricably linked to teaching religion due to its role in Acehnese society and the notion of the 

afterlife as the religious teachers are preparing their students for that as well. Although only two 

respondents (R7/14) mentioned the afterlife directly, this extended role was touched on in different 

forms by many of the female religious teachers. Teaching in a religious school and teaching religion 

means the teachers ‘get into their personal lives’ (R1), ‘putting values into their hearts’ (R15). This is 

a greater responsibility they are aware of and willing to do. It was not seen as a negative burden but 

as part of their calling, a role they have been destined to play. 

This difference in role reflects the type of person that becomes a religious teacher.  There is an 

inherent value in religious education and its teachers should have the ‘responsibility to make sure 

she doesn’t just teach her subject but live it’ (Pusad Studi Wanita member). This can be illustrated by 

the 2013 national curriculum that was introduced to combat moral delinquency (PSW notes). It was 

meant to enforce a ‘practise what you preach’ intonation. From the perceptions of the religious 

teachers, their views are in line with PSW’s. A male Lubuk religious teacher demonstrated this point,  

‘To become a teacher and religious teacher you need to be someone that is trusted, 

respected, not everyone can do it, you need to be trusted, respected by community in following 

Islamic rules’.  

I found these to be a very important precondition of the role religious teachers are expected to play 

by the community and themselves. The Lubuk Principal purported that teachers and religious 

teachers must be models in terms of society, she gave the example of not riding on the back of a 

man’s motorbike. A female religious teacher from a madrasa said she had to behave herself in 

society as she was afraid her students would see her do something and copy. This was not seen as a 

subordinating aspect of her position, but rather a personal process. As she began to enjoy teaching, 

‘doing boys stuff’ such as working in the computer store became less appealing. This connects with 

Mahmood’s (2001, 2012) work on docility she argues is not an expression of weakness but training 

oneself, ‘her agency is predicated on her ability to be taught’ which is as much an internal as an 

external process (2001:210).  The qualities needed to become a religious teacher are conjoined to 

their expected roles. They are moral (religious) and practical role models for the next generation.   
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Religious Education Teachers: Community Involvement  

 

The previous sections have framed the religious teachers from the perspectives of members of 

society and religious teachers themselves. This section will provide tangible examples of the roles 

religious teachers are expected to play in the community, thus showing how the expectations are 

performed. It will begin by looking at the emphasis on community in Acehnese culture and Islam and 

then move onto informal, community teaching settings.  The emphasis on community combined 

with the value of teachers makes for a unique status of religious teachers, ‘education is part of how 

to change and how to lead the community’ (R5, female informal religious teacher). It is an important 

environment that they are active in and is part of empowerment, ‘Community Involvement’ and 

‘Informal Teaching’ are dimensions of the Empowerment concept, see Operationalisation Table. 

 

Emphasis on Community in Islam and Acehnese Culture   

‘[I] have been to some other countries and I have talked with other religions […] Buddhism is more 

about your worship, is more about working in isolation, but in Islam your worship is part of working 

in the community’ (R5). The community aspect of Islam is supported by Robinson who suggests ‘the 

particular aspect of the Islamic tradition which bears on the tendency of Muslims to organise on the 

basis of their faith in politics is the emphasis it places on the idea of community’(1979 in Aspinall, 

2007: 247). Acehnese teachers are known for their involvement in their communities and informal 

education structures showing their role extends the label of ‘teachers in formal school structures’. 

This was supported by the respondents from PSW, who attested that teachers have a very important 

role and status in communities, ‘religious teaching is a responsibility to society to help with religious 

problems and to help solve conflict, they have the knowledge to solve things, religious teaching is an 

order from God – what we get from God we must pass on’ (R10). This quote shows the religious 

importance of teaching and education, and the role that religious teachers have assigned to them by 

their community. ‘Being a teacher is a good position in society; if society has a problem they will 

refer to a teacher to solve it’ (R11). These viewpoints reflect the value of teachers in Acehnese 

culture and hint at the special status of teachers in communities. 

R15 was an older female religion teacher whom was asked to read the Quran at ‘Ibu’15 meetings in 

the community and had an active role in formal community groups. Her position mirrored her 

husband’s status reflecting the penetration of State Ibuism’s ideology on the position of women. 

                                                           
15 Ibu translates to mother, and is also a greeting for women older than you.  
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‘Dharma Wanita’, was a state run (New Order) organisation for civil servants wives where their 

position paralleled their husbands (Suryakusuma, 2012; Srimulyani, 2012; Robinson, 2009). The 

following excerpt from the interview shows R15’s role in her community and indicates the position 

of religious teachers. The translator was part of R15’s community and during the interview the 

translator occasionally clarified or expanded and I ensured I knew who said what. 

‘It’s natural when you have that position [religious teacher] that the [Acehnese] society will 

put you in that position’ (Translator for R15) 

‘Why?’ (Researcher) 

‘The Quran says that, and because we live by the guide of the Quran, every aspect of life we 

refer to that [Quran] and I think because Islamic values is very thick in Aceh communities […] 

that’s why the people put them; parents then teachers’, (Translator for R15) 

This interaction exemplifies the enhanced position of teachers in Aceh due to a combination of Islam 

and Acehnese culture, albeit it is sometimes difficult to separate the two. R1 was also an active 

member in community but was unmarried and this hindered her ability to give advice despite being 

in a good positon due to her teaching in an Islamic school,  

  She likes to talk with the mothers […] they like to ask her about the knowledge of religion 

because […] everybody knows she is a teacher in the Islamic school, but she doesn’t become a 

person that takes care of community organisation or […] talk in the events. She doesn’t become a 

spokeswoman because she is afraid of making mistake […] just because she’s a single person (R1).

  

Although both mothers and single women would ask R1 about religious matters she distinguished 

between the interactions, with single women, it was, ‘more spontaneous’ whilst ‘the mothers like to 

ask her about religion thing and as long as she knows the thing she can explain’. This shows how 

structural constraints can affect the autonomy of agents and contradict the supposed special status 

of teachers. R1 feels she cannot freely answer questions from the married women or take a bigger 

role in the community because of her unmarried status. However, it is possible to argue that that is a 

Westernised view that conjoins autonomy with agency and in such a context, autonomy is not a 

precondition of agency (Anonymous; Mahmood, 2012). This would be in line with Mahmood’s 

conceptualisations of Muslim women’s agency.  It shows the impact of Islam, culture and the 

communities’ interpretation on R1’s capacity for action. Giving advice informally to fellow 

community members and single women reflects a non-institutionalised power relating to 
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matrifocality. It shows empowerment but in a much less tangible sense and cannot easily be 

identified.  The difficulty in identifying autonomy also stems from my position as a Western 

researcher as I tended to look for actions that represented a challenge against social norms. The 

ability to give advice reflects teacher authority, however, it is not the authority / ‘power over’, it is 

the authority / ‘power to’ help others in their religious or other quandaries. This indicates this 

research’s conceptualisation of empowerment.  

Community involvement16 above is the outcome of the structural-agential relationship whereby both 

components influence each other; the context facilitates this kind of presence whilst the agents are 

complicit and encourage it. R1 complies with the position as an unmarried woman showing 

complicity and lack of resistance. There is a supposition amongst Western feminist discourse that if 

Muslim women were freed from the weighty religious mores then they would naturally express 

abhorrence to Islam (Mahmood, 2012:2). This indicates the necessity of a more context sensitive 

understanding of agency, particularly women’s as they are often deemed passive and submissive in 

the Muslim world (ibid). Mahmood widens the notion of agency to accommodate the complexities 

of experience that are not reducible to ‘resistance’; there are other human actions that do not 

include challenging hegemonic norms (Anonymous, 10; Mahmood, 2012:9).  This comes in contrast 

to liberal assumptions that resistance is part of women’s agency (ibid, 2012).    

To show the complexity of the data a contrasting example will be given. One respondent specified 

that her community ‘was not bonded [friendly] like that’ (R3). This shows the variation of how 

‘community’ functions in Acehnese society and the range of localised contexts in which the 

respondents were acting within. This range in data is partially reflective of the constructivist 

approach I took as the methods used, such as semi-structured interviews were designed to highlight 

the complexities rather than the uniformity of the data.  

 

Testing Teacher Ability: Informal Teaching Settings 

It is common for religious teachers to teach in an asrama or masjid in the afternoons. Those that 

stayed in the pesantrens to look after the students or had their own families did not take part in 

community activities, but the rest did, or had done at some point. This ranged from teaching ngaji 

(basic skills of reading and reciting the Quran), to Scouts. This shows what is expected of religious 

teachers and how they view their own capabilities.  Teacher involvement in informal educational 

settings is the best example of extended teacher agency and the positioning of teachers in Aceh. This 

                                                           
16 Also see Operationalisation table. 
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is because the informal settings have fewer rules, there is no set curriculum so decisions are left 

largely up to the teacher, therefore versatility is necessary and is a good reflection of their ability, 

   ‘When you are outside […] there is more freedom and you make sure it suits the needs of 

the specific child because there are children that broke up with school, they have specific needs. 

What you teach them needs to meet their needs’ (R21).  

Informal settings also focus on the practical knowledge, 

 ’In school you learn the theory in the asrama you learn the practical. […] In religious class you learn 

to share with others, but in the asrama you will actually apply what you learnt’ (R22).  

This relates to the role model position that religious teachers assume as they will have to ‘practise 

what they preach’ in the asrama or masjid. Informal settings were also associated with being a 

mother, ‘when you teach in the asrama you have to be more like a mother and be able to teach 

anything’ (R22). This respondent was not a mother but it shows the perceived association of 

mothering and teaching roles and the extended capacities that a religious teacher needs to have. It 

also shows how engrained the mothering role is in women, this is analysed in Data Chapter 2. This 

situation is also indicative of how being a religious teacher can facilitate empowerment as it provides 

women with opportunities to better their religious knowledge and ‘practise’ for motherhood. The 

extended role of religious teachers leads onto the next section which deals with how religious 

education is perceived.  

 

Perception of Religious Education in Comparison to General Subjects  

 

This section will provide examples of the extended teacher agency that religious teachers have. It 

will use anecdotes from both secondary (male religious teachers, female general subject teachers, 

members of society) and main respondents. These perceptions are framed within the educational 

context; Pendidikan Islami, highlighting the special role that religious education plays. Three themes 

will be covered that indicate how religious education is perceived; the balance between science and 

religion, the negative effects of no religious education and ensuring good Islamic subjects.  
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The Balance of Science and Religion 

‘It is urged in the Quran to balance scientific and religious learning, there is no dichotomy. 

But, religion must come first to ensure a good akhlaq, without it there will be reducing morality’ 

(R6). This theme was shared by the religious teachers at Siem and two independent respondents. It 

shows the position that religious education has in Acehnese society. Religion must have preference 

as it is the foundation for everything, ‘it’s in anything you need to have strong foundations, you 

cannot build something high if the foundations are not strong. The strongest foundation is religion’ 

(R19). Although general subjects are seen as necessary and complementary to religious education, 

religion came first because of the role it plays in providing moral underpinnings, 

 ‘It is very important to have religious education because without that […] it reduces the 

morality of the kids. It is urged to balance religious teaching and maths, science. It needs to be even, 

if one of them goes up, it’s not a balance, it might cause some trouble in the kids’ (R6). 

Despite the respondents referring to the Quran to show the necessity of balancing science and 

religion, it was clear according to them, that religion must take first place because of the position 

Islam has in being a ‘guide to life’. 

Negative Effects of No Islamic Education – Protection Against the West  

The ‘negative effects of no Islamic education’ came through strongly during interviews. It was the 

most prominent answer to the question, ‘How and why is it important to provide an Islamic 

education?’ R1 argued, 

  ‘People cannot respect each other especially for the religious sector. Not only because they 

are too religious, but because they don’t know what their religion is […] they don’t know what Islam 

really is’  

She made reference to the killing of non-Muslims and non-believers and how it was forbidden but 

people who were not well educated did not know this. R7 from Siem made similar references,  

‘But in fact they are not at all Muslim, they don’t understand the Quran or hadith, they say 

they are Muslim but they are not. They do not know what it is to be a Muslim’.  

These affects were connected to the lack of a proper Islamic education, as that would prevent such 

actions, ‘if you have religion then you have a filter which helps you determine what is right and what 

is wrong’ (R22). Additional respondents framed it in a similar fashion, ‘life will be undirected’ (R8) 
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’avoid losing your way’ (R1) further strengthening the role that religious education, and knowledge 

plays.  

The suspicious view of the West came predominantly from the Principle and the female religious 

teachers at Lubuk in the same group interview. There was a group dynamic during the interview, the 

Principal always answered first and the younger staff’s answers usually reiterated her point. I do not 

deny that they answered honestly but the presence of the Principal must be accounted for. It was a 

small part of the interview but yet it was the first, and only time that the ‘West’ was explicitly been 

mentioned,  

‘If the western culture come, there is a lot of haram stuff in the western culture if they are 

already educated in Islam they will already reject it without asking, whereas if they don’t have a 

strong Islamic education, they might be tempted’ (R23 – Lubuk young female religious teacher). 

The Lubuk Principal mentioned the role of religious teachers as providing a barrier against unwanted 

influences;  

‘The importance of becoming a religious teacher is to raise Islamic generation to come, so 

that the next generation will be educated in Islam […] e.g. if the western culture come, there is a lot 

of haram stuff in the western culture if they are already educated in Islam they will already reject it 

without asking’. 

The conclusion could be made that the anti-West sentiment is associated with the positioning of 

women by Lubuk’s respondents and reflects a more conservative Islamic interpretation. This shows 

the important role that religious teachers have as they ensure Islam is instilled within the children so 

that they can reject haram influences. This group interview was the only one that specifically 

mentioned the West in this way. It was the same interview group that stressed women were unable 

to lead a country, further showing the support system formulation of women’s position in society. In 

contrast, the Siem Principals did not mention it and their staff formulated it in a different manner, 

such as, ‘providing children with direction in life’.  

The idea of pesantrens being a way to ‘shield’ other cultures is supported by secondary literature,  

‘In this era, in which people value science and technology, religion becomes increasingly 

relevant to the people’s life since religion offers values that create a social harmony […]. The 

importance of religion in the 21st century becomes the strength of pesantren. The spirit of pesantren 

as a fort of moral and culture of Indonesian Muslims is highly relevant to the vision of national 

education development, namely creating faithful and productive persons. The pesantren can 
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perform this mission, presenting itself not only as a “culture shield” […] but also as an “agent of 

change” ‘ (Asrohah, 2011:78).  

This quote sums up the views of the respondents on the value of religious education and the role of 

Islam in their day-to-day lives. The negative views on the West created a difficult position for me and 

my French translator as the women were adamant about the haram influences and the necessity to 

reject them. It was the same group interview that argued women could never lead a country, see 

Data Chapter 2. Occasionally contacts would comment on the ‘Western’ way of life in a demeaning 

manner such as the insatiable desire for sex and alcohol. None of these contacts had ever visited the 

West, many had never left the province, and I felt these views were driven predominantly by naivety 

and (lack of) education. I feel it is the same naivety that drives Islamophobia in the West and in the 

wake of the Paris and Mali attacks it seems ever more important to reduce such misunderstanding. 

 

The Production of Good Islamic Subjects 

The last point is centred on the theme ‘good Islamic subjects’ as that came through as another 

objective of religious education. As the researcher I felt that this slightly built off the wariness of 

Islamic terrorism and rising anti-Islamic sentiment as they reference the behaviour of Muslims,  

‘It’s important to give religious education, because they consider themselves as Muslims, 

you have no obligation to enter the religion, you cannot be forced. But once you have entered you 

have a lot of obligation […] and it’s important to teach them to respect all the obligations, give up 

what is haram, because they consider themselves good Muslims’ (R17). 

This view was echoed by a Lubuk respondent whom argued that because there were a lot of limits 

and obligations in Islam it was necessary to be well educated in them to ensure proper Islamic 

practise. Another respondent used the example of going abroad,  

‘If you go to foreign countries even if it’s not Muslim you will have good behaviour, you will 

be good because everything in your life is in the Quran […]. If you follow it, people will see Islam is 

good and you will have a good life and good relations’ (R24).  

This sub-Chapter has brought together Pendidikan Islami and the role and importance of teachers, as 

expected by the community and themselves. 
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Concluding Remarks: Data Chapter 1 
 

This chapter has explained the religious structures which influence the agents to show the 

interdependence of the two components. The result of these interactions can be enhanced teacher 

agency and empowerment. The importance of Islam and the academic obligations within it, such as 

the emphasis on learning and transferring the knowledge are epitomised in Pendidikan Islami. This 

omnipresence of Islamic values means that religious teachers have a special role to play because 

they are delivering the foundations for individuals and society. This chapter showed how religious 

teachers are perceived at community level and roles that are expected of them and that they 

actually play. This involved informal teaching settings which are an example of their extended 

agency and how being a religious teacher facilitates empowerment. The final section showed how 

religious education is perceived. This is the result of the foundational role that Islam plays in 

Acehnese culture. 

This chapter began at the broadest level of Islam and Acehnese culture and ended on the narrower 

role of Islamic education and religious teachers. The next chapter will take a gender lens to the 

research and continue narrowing the topic. It will deal with the position of women and how women 

are perceived to be suitable for teaching and how this facilitates and generates empowerment.  
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Data Chapter 2: How does being a female religious teacher affect 

women’s agency and facilitate empowerment at the personal, school, 

and community levels?  

 

It is necessary to follow-up with this question because it will complement the previous 

contextual aspects and frame the main respondent’s position, as women and female teachers. Their 

overall positioning as outlined by the first data chapter remains similar, as does their positon in 

relation to the previous theoretical arguments in the Theoretical Framework. How female teachers 

are positioned within Aceh is one of the factors that form the parameters for agency and 

empowerment. This is a combination of Acehnese culture and Islam are to an outsider eye 

somewhat limiting, but herein lies the difference in perception of agency. During the post-fieldwork 

presentation a member of the audience made a point that if she had a daughter who was intelligent, 

the first occupation she would advise her to be, is teacher because it is seen in Aceh as the most 

appropriate occupation for women.  Although this view was not explicitly mentioned by all the 

respondents, most taught because they ‘loved to teach’ or ‘loved the children’, when asked whether 

it was a good profession for women and why, most answered, ‘it is the most appropriate occupation, 

because it is in line with being a Mother, a women’s other role’ which shows the subconscious 

strength of societal, cultural and religious expectations.  

The chapter is laid out as follows,  

- The first section will frame female teachers from the perspective of the school Principals and 

then move onto how they perceive themselves, 

 

-  The second section looks the association between the mothering and teaching roles by 

focusing on women’s ‘softness’, their position as the first madrasa and how teaching 

exposes women to different characters which in turn aids their mothering role.  

 

- The third explores the role of women and teachers to, ‘develop the nation’ and how it is 

inextricably linked to the associated positions.  

 

- The fourth looks at the practicalities of teaching and how that ensures Acehnese women to 

keep the ‘middle ground’ which facilitates the space for this research’s formulation of 

empowerment.  
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- The final section is about how being a religious teacher is intrinsically empowering for these 

women. This section has the narrowest focus as it deals with the inner, personal effects of 

the teaching role.  

 

 

The Framing and Perceptions of Female Teachers  

 

Principals 

In reference to female teachers both Siem Principals were defensive in their answers and insisted 

they did not discriminate against female teachers. It was a contrast to their staff that had been very 

welcoming about the research. Their defensiveness indicated two notions; it revealed how they 

perceived me as foreign researcher with potentially adverse views on Islam and the positioning of 

women. It also showed how they saw their female staff, ‘does not differentiate between men and 

women, what is important is whether they are a good teacher’ (R27, Junior Siem Principal). The 

Senior Principle purported, ‘yes it is important [to have female teachers] because all genders are 

equal’. The mention of ‘gender’ could relate to the ‘Zaman NGO’ in the post-tsunami ‘haze’, where 

gender mainstreaming and gender equality agendas were prominent. I have no evidence to support 

this from this research, but Jauhola (2013) argues that pre-tsunami, ‘gender’ was not a word or a 

notion in Bahasa Indonesian or Acehnese and became a buzzword during the NGO phase.  It is 

possible this had an effect on the rhetoric local educators (respondents) use. 

 

Female Teachers  

With the growing influence of the west’s nuclear family model women become have support 

systems for their families in a different way than the past. They are no longer surrounded by their 

sisters, aunts and mother in the family compounds. This nuclear family value system was advocated 

by Lubuk respondents who saw their role, as educated women, to support and advise their 

husbands. It is interesting to note that none of the Lubuk respondents were married yet they saw 

their teaching role as preparation for a role that they may, or may not, fulfil.  Examples such as 

‘women never being able to run a country’ and ‘behind any successful man is a women’ (R18-20) 

were given. Their role was very much a ‘support system’ and the implication that, as a woman, they 

were ‘behind’ their male counterparts. An example given was that women would never be able to 
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run a country due to menstruation, ‘women are not suitable to run a country because when they 

have menstruation their bellies are not fun […] they cannot focus on running a country’ (R20). This 

resonates with the debate that surrounded Megawati about whether she could assume her position 

as President of Indonesia as a woman. The Islamists and Islamic conservatives referred to Quranic 

verses and hadith to legitimise their negative stance (van Wichelen, 2006). 

A connection with State Ibuism can be made as women are designated as housewives and are 

confined to the capacities that are linked to that role. This location of agency was not seen as a 

limitation to their own pursuits but rather parallel showing an Indonesian-Muslim formulation of 

women’s agency and empowerment. Although it could also show elements of matricfocality as 

women’s sphere is the informal, I would argue that it is more pernicious as it confines women to a 

particular support system position, echoing Surakuysuma’s negative view on Islamic Ibuism. In 

regards to the support-system notion I agree with Surakuysuma’s negative view on Islamic Ibuism. 

However, I cannot fully align with it because it does not take proper account of individual’s belief 

systems and how Muslim women may act in subordinate manner because of their beliefs; their 

subordination may not be the result of external forces. Although I accept that this is difficult to 

identify and separate but the distinction must be made as I feel uncomfortable accepting 

Surakuysuma’s overtly negative stance. This  view is more in line with Mahmood’s work that claims 

that although the agency of Muslim women is often subordinate to men it is not necessarily an 

adverse position and has to be understood within the precepts of Islam (2001, 2012). Surakuysuma’s 

interpretation connects to female (religious) teachers because it suggests that their role and 

positioning is subordinate, contrasting with the view that teachers are providing an education which 

is seen as a route to socioeconomic, cultural and personal progression (Nussbaum, 2004; Bush and 

Salterelli, 2000). 

The respondents from Siem adopted a slightly different position; women and men were seen as 

equal, different but both necessary as they provided complementary approaches to teaching and 

raising children. Men were seen as logical and tougher whereas women taught with their heart and 

emotions. This was argued by the male religious teachers from Siem (n=2). It can be supported by 

the female staff’s emphasis on the similarities between mothering and teaching. This ‘softness’ was 

not seen to weaken women, an older female religious teacher from Siem said that she was 

considered a strong woman whilst still having ‘this Ibu, this sweet feeling’ (R15).  The male religious 

teachers asserted that male and female teachers were necessary in order to maintain ‘the 

equilibrium’ (R7). The Siem teachers saw women and men as mutually complementary and 
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supportive whilst the Lubuk represented women mostly as a support system with men at the 

forefront.  

I would argue that Siem reflects more of a matrifocal position of women whereas Lubuk leans 

towards State-Islamic Ibuism. The difference is subtle and even this writing may have exaggerated 

the difference it is worth noting as it shows the range of positioning of women, by women17. This 

difference is relevant because it relates to the responsibly and authority of teacher agency; the 

children will no doubt absorb their school and teachers views. 

Similarities can be drawn from both schools in reference to ‘Care Ethics’ as the theory argues that 

‘caring’ is an innate concept that penetrates all aspects of human life and although it is deemed as 

feminine and dependent, it must be understood in the specific cultures and is not always a weak 

position (Robinson, 2006). It is this formation of womanhood that this thesis uses to frame the 

women’s agency. The dominance of the mothering role emerged during the data and will be 

analysed in the following section. The emphasis on ‘care’ strengthens the idea about the varying 

forms of empowerment as in this context it can be located in the mothering-teaching role. The roles 

assigned and adopted by the female religious teachers appeared to give pleasure as for most of 

them teaching was their dream or it became it once they saw the joys that teaching can bring.  Both 

male and female teachers recognised the hardships of teaching and a few mentioned that the 

teaching role is difficult when the children do not behave, or do not understand the lesson. The 

teachers often felt it was their ‘fault’ when this occurred. A similar number also said that all their 

worries disappeared when they stood in front of their class. This shows the range of conflicting and 

contradictory emotions that the teachers experience in their role.    

 

Suitability of Women for the Teaching Role  

 

This section looks at the impact of the social and cultural expectations of women on the main 

respondent’s identities. Under the general idea of the ‘mother-teacher’ role the following notions 

will be covered, the ‘softness’ of women, their role as the first madrasa and the how teaching 

exposes women to different characters thus aiding their mothering role. The majority of 

                                                           
17 It is possible that the respondents from Siem may have given similar answers if asked different questions, 
but all respondents were asked uniform questions and this thesis is based on the perceptions and 
interpretations of the respondents. 
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respondents were not mothers yet emphasised the similarity in roles, indicating the internalisation 

of social narrative that women, mothering, teaching are conjoined roles.  

The Senior Siem Principle said that female and male teachers were needed to maintain a balance 

‘especially for the children who have difficulties, as women will have a softer approach’. The Junior 

Principal furthered the point by adding that female students need female teachers. The Lubuk 

Principal focused on the notion that teaching is a continuation of a woman’s role as a mother as they 

are the first to raise a child.  She regaled the hadith about a child asking the Prophet who they 

should respect the most, the Prophet answers three times ‘your mother’, then  ‘your teacher’ 

identifying the importance of teachers in Acehnese-Islamic culture and the positon of women. The 

views of the Principals indicate the roles that female teachers have; to be quasi-mother figures to 

the children. Both schools reproduce elements of State-Islamic Ibuism and Care Ethics as the 

construction of gender and the framing of female teacher agency reflect certain values such as a 

softer approach and mothering role of women.  

This concomitance of roles reflects Robinson’s Care Ethics because it focuses on ‘softness’, the 

feminine aspect of care and women (2006). It also relates to empowerment because it is positively 

seen by the respondents as the woman’s domain. In relation to teacher agency it shows that 

responsibility and authority are mirrored in the role of mothering, ‘they are softer, you raise the 

children of the nation along with yours’ (R21). This is why teaching is seen as suitable for women 

because it is associated with the dominant narrative that their priority is mothering and family. The 

views reflect the roles that respondents are assigned and assign to themselves, ‘that’s how society 

view the teacher; they are the ones that carry on the education’ (R14 – independent female religious 

teacher).  

‘There is main difference between men and women, women are more feminine, soft so it’s 

more suitable with little children to take care of them. Whereas the father is more like rough, 

masculine, go and work […] Children need both growing up, they cannot always be in one […] they 

are complimentary’ (R7).    

R7 was a male religious teacher indicating the breadth of this ‘women-mother-teacher’ narrative. 

The quote also shows the mutually complementary view of the Siem respondents.  

First madrasa 

This conception of women as the ‘first madrasa’ (first school) because they are the primary care 

givers was expressed by the male Junior Principle at Siem, ‘about female teachers, something that is 
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good for them, they can reuse what they teach here in the formal context but also at home, when 

they take care of children. It’s a bonus they get for being a teacher’. 

This notion of the ‘first madrasa’ engrains the suitability of women to the teaching role, ‘it’s a home 

madrasah, when they [children] are born she needs to raise them so she is used to it’ (R19 – female 

religious teacher). A male religious teacher specified that that it was imperative to have intelligent 

women with a good basis in Islam because they are primarily responsible for the teaching of 

children. This positioning of women by society is reflective of the notions of matrifocality and State-

Islamic Ibuism as their positioning is centred on the mothering role. It also shows the heightened 

importance of religious teachers.  A young female religious teacher highlighted the importance of 

the similarity,  

‘Not a mum yet but she tried to imagine if she had kids in that situation – your students they 

are your kids, you have an attachment to them, if you think this is only your student a lot of gaps will 

appear in the children’ (R19).  

I would argue the reason she specified ‘sisters and brothers’ is because she is not a mother, but the 

recognition of caring and the connection between mothering and teaching is certainly present. R5 

who was also unmarried concluded that teachers are the second figure to teach and the mothers are 

the first, they are the same position. She also stressed the importance of having educated women,    

‘I think women must know more than men, why? Because later on the children is being 

raised by woman […] men are not pregnant, so women even in the pregnancy stage the child already 

learn something […] that cannot be replaced by men. Men and women are equal but that position 

can never be replaced by men’ ( R5).   

This shows the strength of the idea of motherhood within the respondents and hints at matrifocality 

because care is seen as the women’s sphere, which in turn indicates where the informal power, 

‘empowerment’ lies.  It shows the construction of womanhood and the division of gender around 

the essentialist notion of pregnancy.  

 

Exposure to a Variety of Characters  

Teaching exposes the women to a multitude of different characters thus aiding the capabilities of 

mothering. The respondents whose quotes will be used were all unmarried and childless but it 

shows how they perceive the teaching role. An informal setting teacher mentioned, ‘when I have a 

kid I know how to teach them’. This was further supported by a madrasa teacher,  
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‘Teaching is not only sharing knowledge but having to understand each and every individual 

student, how to solve each student individually and that will help in being a mother later’ (R3).  

This view was supported by a respondent from Siem, ‘she understands the patterns of behaviour in 

the kids and it may become easier to her if she has her own kids’. This shows that the female 

teachers see teaching as benefitting their future motherhood which generates empowerment as 

they can fulfil their social roles to a better standard.   

The male religious teachers took a less emotive approach, there was never a mention of father-ing 

the children, or being a parental-like figure. A male religious teacher summed up his approach, 

‘moving values [is the role of] teacher in society, moving the values to students’. This can be seen as 

a more clinical approach to teaching but still associated with the raising of children as it involved 

knowledge transfer and ensuring they become well educated in Islam.  

The difference in approaches of the male and female teachers highlights the difference in roles 

between men and women and the normalisation of this mothering role of women. This could be an 

example of Wendt’s internalisation of social norms as it was a widespread view from all the 

respondents that mothering and teaching were affiliated roles (1999 in Copeland, 2000). However, it 

was explicitly mentioned by one Siem female respondent that there was no social pressure to 

become teachers. I would dispute that, but the degree to which there is pressure is not within the 

capacity of this thesis. The point is that teaching is seen as a natural progression from motherhood 

and vice versa, and many teachers in this reason contributed to why many of the respondents chose 

the occupation, reflecting adoption of social expectations or norms.   

 

Developing the Nation  

 

‘Developing the nation’ came through during the Lubuk interviews as part of the roles that teachers 

and women play in society. I felt this emphasis came from the vision of the school to help Indonesia 

and Aceh develop. One respondent pointed out she had nine generations below her, two students 

were now teachers, also present in the group interview.  The focus on the mothering role of women 

and their positon as support systems for men reflects a form of State-Islamic Ibuism. The impact of 

educating more children is also part of women’s empowerment as it exacerbates their role as 

mothers and the wider development of Aceh. This section will show how education is seen as a 
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pathway to personal and national dignity and development. It links this study with the wider 

development discourse about educations vital role as a development strategy.  

‘It’s really really important [to have educated women] because if you want to have a good 

country you need to have good women and if the women are not educated then the country will not 

be able to develop well, because the first education comes from the women the moment you are 

born, minute zero it’s the role of the woman and an intelligent woman will be able to raise her 

children to be more intelligent’ (R20). 

The importance of having educated women also came through during Lubuk interviews and was 

centred on the idea of ‘raising the next generation’, reiterating the motherhood notion and the 

support system,  

‘Women are the first thing in a country, if women are good then country is good, but if 

women is bad then country will go down. They are the basis because they are the first madrasah as 

they give birth to their children so they have real responsibility of the forthcoming generation, so it’s 

very important that they have deep understanding of Islam because they have this responsibility of 

raising the next generation’ (R23). 

This quote shows that being a women and a religious teacher means more responsibility as those 

roles are the transmitters of religious, practical and general knowledge in both formal (school) and 

informal (home) settings.  R22, an administrative member and science teacher at Lubuk developed 

this view further as she stated that education meant dignity, both personally and nationally and 

education would help Indonesia develop. Good or not good, the nation was all dependent on the 

women as mothers and teachers. This clearly shows how the mothering and teaching role combine 

and how being both increases responsibility and generates empowerment as they are fulfilling two 

vital roles.  

An older female religious teacher who taught at a madrasa said that her school was overrun with 

applications and they had begun to be selective whilst the public school nearby was nearly shutting 

down, indicating the preference for religious schools. She also said that pressure on religious 

teachers to perform increases as the parents and community evaluate the attitude of the children 

which is a reflection of the religious teacher. This shows the rising importance and preference of 

religious schools and the enhanced role of religious teachers in the development of children and 

country,  

‘Any people in the world have [a] responsibility to help his, her country, family develop. But 

of course as a teacher it is more because they have the next generation in their hands, they have to 
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be intelligent […]. The responsibility is really great because you need to teach people to be 

intelligent and independent and if you’re not doing it then non-independent people won’t have your 

country develop’ (R24 - Lubuk female religious teacher). 

This demonstrates the views of the Lubuk staff and how they view their role as teachers, women, 

and religious teachers. Another female religious teacher from Lubuk when asked why she chose to 

become a teacher replied, ‘there is a saying that women are the backbone of the nation, so with 

women that are educated the nation can develop and progress’.  This indicates a form of 

empowerment as their role as female religious teachers exaggerates their potential for agency in 

educating and developing the nation.  

This role of ‘developing the nation’ connects this study with the wider topic of education and 

development. Education is seen as a route to socio-economic and cultural development (Nussbaum, 

2004; Bush and Salterelli, 2000) and these progressions ultimately belong to the ‘next generation’.  

This shows the instrumental value of education beyond enhanced religious knowledge and the 

physical boundaries of Aceh.   

 

9am-1pm: The Space for Empowerment 

 

This section looks at the practicalities of teaching and how that enables women to keep the ‘middle 

ground’ which empowers them as they can fulfil the roles assigned them and the roles they feel they 

are destined to do. This aspect was mentioned by the majority of main respondents. As 

aforementioned, formal schooling in Indonesia runs from 9am-1pm this means women can have a 

‘good balance’ (R19) between work and home and have more time than 9-5 work, for their first 

priority, their family. The practicalities of teaching enable women to maintain the middle ground 

which is where I saw a space for empowerment. During the interviews this was mentioned as ‘safe 

career’,  

‘Islam never forbid women to go out and work, it’s just that their priority should be their 

family and being a teacher is very convenient […] after you go home and look after your kids and 

make further research for your class […]. Whereas working in an office time 8-5, more complicated 

to take care of husband and children’ (R19).  

This shows how teaching and mothering are complementary and can add to empowerment. It also 

means they can contribute to the family economy whilst maintaining their role as mother (R20). One 
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particular respondent, whom I interviewed in English, pressed this point. The following examples are 

taken from her interview. The practicalities of 9-1pm work hours and ‘safe career’ were mentioned 

across the board, 

 ‘Because I am a woman […] I want to work I want to earn money be independent, not really 

like a man, but at least have something productive on my […] have a job with […] flexible times for 

families […] being a teacher being a lecturer is more flexible that’s why I chose it’ (R5).   

R5’s explains she likes the job of a teacher because it is semi-independent but ‘not like a man’, as 

that would be socially, culturally and religiously uncouth. R5 used the phrase, ‘the middle way’ in 

recognition of this process of weighing up obligations such as family and her occupation. This 

reflects the informal, non-institutionalised conception of Indonesian Muslim women’s agency by 

prioritising family needs and then focussing on external activities (Srimulyani, 2012). The following 

examples bring in the wider context of the globalising world, previously mentioned as ‘protection 

against the West/haram influences’,  

 ‘Here in Aceh women tend to stay in the middle, they work but its safety field for women, 

but they also have time for family […] in this global time family tend to need like father and mother 

work for the income family raised higher and higher’ (R5).  

This quote strengthens the notion of the middle ground and its necessity for women. It also shows 

the wider context and reflects the worries of some Acehnese about how the province will relate to 

the increasingly competitive and globalising world. It was occasionally mentioned that Aceh needed 

to ‘open up’, but there were fears as to how their religiosity would sit with the Westernising 

globalising world. Religious education was seen to be the vehicle in which the Acehnese would be 

prepared,   

‘Later on in the modern life, later on many people will mix with others and we will not know 

which culture is it, multi-culture in Aceh, so they will be prepared for that’ (R5). 

 This point connects the two data chapters as it combines the role of religious education and the 

positioning of women as the bastions of family and moral values. The middle path reflects this 

dominant narrative of women as mothers, 

‘In my view in this global world you can be a career woman, but don’t leave your family 

because even you are a good mother; community start from family, when the family is broken the 

community is broken. That’s why I want to stay in the middle path. I want to work and I want to 

know more about how to be with my family’ (R5).  
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Being a religious teacher exacerbates their capacities as religious knowledge is highly valued. R5’s 

view shows that historic conditions of subordination, such as the dominant narrative of being the 

primary care giver, which is historically seen as dependent, feminine work, are not seen as 

hindrances to her pursuits (Robinson, 2006). This view reflects the third level of Wendt’s 

internalisation of social norms as R5 and other female religious teachers see being a (religious) 

teacher as the most appropriate job for women (1999 in Copeland, 2000).  

 

Personal Empowerment 

 

This section is about the personal satisfaction and ‘power within’ that the respondents feel by being 

religious teachers. It is the apex of the research and the narrowest point of focus. This final section is 

very important because it is about how the respondents felt about their level of education and their 

positons in society because of it. The value of education was often intrinsic; having a better 

understanding of Islam and being well educated was a benefit for the respondents personally, 

‘Because the Quran is in Arabic, I suggest that women in Aceh have to learn Arabic they have 

to know themselves so they don’t get the learning from the Quran from the other people say, from 

what the scholars say because sometimes scholars they have their own opinion and […] their 

followers dispute each other and that’s what makes the  community sometimes fight with each 

other, that’s why many people, especially women, have to know what the Quran say […] some 

scholars say in Islam you are not allowed to be friends with non-Muslims so many people say that, 

but when I go back to Quran it’s not that straight actually and we are guided on how to be friend 

with non-Muslim’ (R5).  

This shows the intrinsic value of education, being able to understand the holy texts for oneself. 

Supporting this, a respondent from Siem told me that her history teacher had urged her to read a lot 

because then they would travel, maybe not physically, but the ability to read would open their 

minds and enable them to ‘travel’ via their imagination. The same respondent also said, ‘the 

knowledge is making things easier and the more knowledge you have the easier life will be for you’ 

(R26).  This view cements the importance of education and how it can internally empower women. 

This also connects with this thesis’s view on Muslim women’s agency and empowerment and how it 

is more internal and informal than perhaps a more Westernised version.   
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R3 who was a madrasa teacher informed me that the informal teaching in the masjid gave her the 

time to work on her own religious knowledge and spirituality because she could ask questions to her 

mentor and pray. This meant an expansion and transfer of religious knowledge, 

‘For me being a teacher is very useful, not only for me but for children when they learn 

something from me […] they will teach others because of me, I will get the impact, feedback, is good 

for me’ (R3).  

This reflects the religious status of transferring knowledge which shows how it can generate an 

internal form of empowerment.  

 The following quote was from a Lubuk main respondent in reply to a question about why it was 

important to have women educated in Islam. It shows that religious education is not just about the 

students in formal or informal settings and wider Acehnese society and development, but about 

internal value and practise, 

 ‘In foreign countries the tasks are more shared, the guy might be cooking, cleaning but here 

in Indo, everything that’s in the house is more women’s responsibility and if she doesn’t  have a 

religious education maybe when she is tired she might shout at her husband or children, but if she 

has a good religious knowledge she will learn to not get angry fast and you have to control your 

emotions, you will behave well because if you do not learn that, your emotions will take over and it 

will ruin your family the inner harmony. Religious education – you will handle stuff in a good way’ 

(R24). 

This quote shows signs of Islamic Ibuism, Care Ethics and the conception of Muslim women’s agency 

as an agent who prioritises home and family and is able to be shy, modest and docile in times of 

stress. The role provides the women with the opportunity to have more advanced knowledge about 

Islam which is intrinsically useful, and by having this knowledge they can better put it into practise 

which is the instrumental element. It shows how being well educated in Islam and being a religious 

teacher can be empowering.  It reflects an internal, ‘power to’ form of empowerment. 

What these views show is how the women perceive knowledge and the difference in conception of 

agency. Being a religious teacher is a strategic action which leads to enhanced strategic knowledge 

which is the location of empowerment. It is a (positive) result of the strategic action and strategy. 

Hay (2002) and Jessop (2005) argue that power lies in the ‘effects of action’ on the structural side. 

This is because structures consist of privileged actors and therefore change within structures can 

only really occur if the privileged actors conduct it themselves. I would like to contend that in this 

research ‘power’ is conceived and performed differently and the ‘power to’, which is not given 
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enough credence in the SRA model, is located on the agent’s side. It is not as tangible or identifiable 

as it would be on the structure side, but therein lies in the Indonesian Muslim conception of agency 

where resistance, challenge and autonomy are not as valued as religious knowledge, docility and 

responsibility (Mahmood, 2001, 2012; Srimulyani, 2007, 2012). This location of power does not 

hinder empowerment in this particular research context because it is classified as a more internal, 

informal and non-institutionalised form as reflected by the cultural norm of matricfocality. 

 

Concluding Remarks: Data Chapter 2  

 

This chapter has explained the data from a gender standpoint, showing that the construction 

of ‘womanhood’ has created the right atmosphere for women to become teachers.  This was 

supported by the Principals and the main respondents. The suitability of women for teaching 

highlighted these views which led onto women’s role in developing the nation. This position is due 

to the intersection of the mother and teacher roles. They converge over the notion of education 

which connects this chapter to the previous because of the religious emphasis on education. This 

convergence means that being a religious teacher empowers women because it allows them to fulfil 

the two roles of women; mothering and teaching. This view was also supported by unmarried and 

childless respondents.  The ‘middle ground’ shows where the space for empowerment is located 

which then generates ‘personal empowerment’.  The chapter began from a broader standpoint of 

the role of female teachers and ended on the precise point of how the role empowered the 

respondents.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

  

The goal of this study is to increase knowledge on how women’s agency and empowerment 

emerges in non-Western, Muslim societies by focusing on female religious teachers in Aceh. The 

findings are reflective of Mahmood’s work which took place in Egypt and her general work on 

Muslim women’s agency, ‘the goal is to provide more than an anthropological account, it is to make 

this material speak back to the normative liberal assumptions about freedom and agency’ 

(2001:803). To do this, this thesis has used notions of matrifocality and State/Islamic Ibuism to show 

the difference in conception and performance of agency and how it is more informal and non-

institutionalised than perhaps it would be in a more Westernised situation.   

This concluding chapter will, 

- Briefly cover the main points from the data chapters and then situate the findings within the 

broader context and thereby answer the main research question;  

 

How does being a female religious education teacher affect their agency and 

empowerment within the school governance and community involvement in post 

conflict and post-tsunami Aceh, Indonesia?  

 

- Present some theoretical reflections on the Strategic Relational Approach and Teacher 

Agency, 

- Put forth some future research recommendations.  

 

The first data chapter took a broad frame of Islam and Acehnese culture to frame the data and 

prepare the reader for the narrower stance of the second chapter. Data Chapter 1 covered the role 

of religious education and religious teacher’s roles within that. Data Chapter 2 moved onto the 

positioning of women by society and the main respondents, arguing that the emphasis on education 

and women’s predominant role as a mother in both Islam and Acehnese culture created a space 

whereby being a religious teacher could be empowering. 

The diagram below visualises these findings,  
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As aforementioned, Siapno argues that Acehnese women’s agency is made up of state ideology, 

matrifocality and state violence (2002:xi). The last tenet refers to the 1976-2005 conflict between 

the GAM (Free Aceh Movement) and the TNI (Indonesian military forces). In the aftermath of the 

conflict and the 2004 tsunami, gender issues were high on (I)NGO’s agendas, yet despite women’s 

roles in the conflict they were largely ignored in the peace process (Srimulyani, 2015; Clavé-Çelik, 

2008). Additionally, Sharia law does not always produce female-friendly interpretations of Islam 

(Afrianty, 2015) yet religious teachers appear to have a special, and even fulfilling role to play in 

Acehnese society. I argue that these factors create a dichotomy surrounding the position of women. 

On the one hand, they were at the forefront of (I)NGO programmes,  played important roles in the 

conflict and have a vital role in the rearing of children and developing the nation. Whilst on the 

other, women were side-lined in the peace negotiations and are often perceived as victims of Sharia 

law (Afrianty, 2015).  

A PSW member argued that during the post-tsunami ‘haze’, ‘gender was developing fast, it was good 

for Aceh’. The ‘Golden Age of the NGO’ created a space for enhanced agency, but in recent years 

there has been a regression. This is where Surakuysuma’s Islamic Ibuism could come into play (2012) 

with the general rise in Islamism penetrating everyday life, in Aceh. This research found that 
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religious obligations played a dominant role in shaping teacher agency and empowerment and 

reflect Mahmood’s docile, shy and subordinate agent. However, Mahmood argues this is not a 

negative impact, like Surakuysuma’s view suggests. The women appeared to internalise the roles 

and were not uncomfortable in their choices. However, not one teacher is the same; responses to 

structures vary and can produce a plethora of results and contradictions. Contacts that were not 

respondents promoted different views and partially rejected the construction of womanhood 

centred on mothering. I would argue that the partial homogeneity of this data stems from the 

religious nature of teaching in Aceh and the supposed differences in religious teachers.  It is this 

interplay of factors that signify and produce a different formulation of agency and empowerment to 

a dominant Western feminist formulation, ‘she feels grateful she has something to share […] but not 

empowered’ (R14).  It returns to Mahmood’s primary point,  

‘I want to suggest we think of agency not as a synonym for resistance to relations of 

domination, but as a capacity for action that historically specific relations of subordination enable 

and create’ (2001:203).  

Context sensitive understanding of how agency and empowerment are formulated; the purpose of 

education and what influences the construction of gender are of vital importance in the fields of 

post-conflict education and IDS more generally. As foreign (I)NGOs enter conflict affected areas, 

many of which are majority Muslim states, in this current climate of rising uneasiness, particularly 

surrounding the augmentation of ISIS, this is increasingly important.      

What this paper has shown is that there are alternative and subjective forms of empowerment and 

agency. Education’s role in promoting empowerment and development, especially in relation to 

women, may not facilitate forms of empowerment that involve challenging or resisting social norms, 

which have generally been connected to Western feminist movements. In this study, education was 

predominantly seen as providing strong religious knowledge as opposed to a vehicle allowing 

women to kick-back against apparent oppression.   

 

Reflections  

There are two theoretical reflections I would like to make; as the Strategic Relational Approach 

places power on the structure side and argues that social change can only occur if the structures are 

transformed, it does not fully align with Indonesian Muslim women’s agency as testified by 

Srimulyani and Mahmood. They argue agency does not consist of challenging and resisting social 

structures but rather working within them, and producing informal non-institutionalised agency. This 
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places power on the agent side, the ‘power within’. Additionally, Vongalis-Macrow’s (2007) 

autonomy tenet of teacher agency was hard to locate as it is classified as the pursuit of an 

individual’s interests. This for the main respondents was heavily characterised by their religious 

beliefs and thus was difficult to identity as it rarely represented a challenge to social norms.  

(Anonymous) argues that autonomy is often seen synonymous with resistance but autonomy is not 

always a necessary precondition of agency. This is what separates this research’s conceptualisation 

of agency from the two main theories. 

In light of this, this paper calls for more attention and credence to be given to global south 

perspectives on the religious and cultural context in relationships between agency and 

empowerment and education.  There must be a critical understanding of alternative forms of 

empowerment.  

 

Recommendations for Future Research   

There are three recommendations for future research; 

-  Focusing on rural Aceh; this research was confined to the more urbanised areas of Aceh 

where the urban middle class is increasing. It is possible that in the rural areas 

empowerment and teacher agency takes a different form. 

 

- The differences between general and religious teachers; the Lubuk respondents were also 

general subject teachers, so it would be interesting to see whether the claims about religious 

teachers having different priorities is common thought.  

 

- Islamic Ibuism; research needs to look at the impact of Islamic Ibuism on women and 

whether it differs from its predecessor, State Ibuism, and if it ‘outdates the precepts of 

Islam’ (Boellstorff, 2012).  This paper has touched briefly upon it and this author would 

recommend research into the concept itself and its impacts.  

 

- Female religious teachers in religious education settings/schools in other majority Muslim 

countries. This last recommendation relates to the wider global context on peace education 

and education in conflict. Currently, many of the countries that are enveloped in conflict and 

crisis are majority Muslim (Arabic) countries. This means that thorough, critical 
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understandings of alternative forms of agency and empowerment, and the varying role that 

education can play, are necessary if international goals such as EFA and MDGs are to be met.  
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Appendices 

 

Operationalisation Table  

 

Concept  Dimension Indicators 

   

Empowerment  Community Involvement  Asked to read Quran in 

community meetings 

  Being asked for advice by 

friends/people in the 

community on religion related 

issues 

  Informal teaching in the masjid 

or asrama  

   

 Mother-Teacher Raising their own and other’s 

children 

  Developing the nation 

  Practicalities of teaching (9-

1pm timings) 

  Most suitable: soft 

   

Empowerment and Teacher 

Agency  

Knowledge Transfer Teaching (1st order from Allah) 

  Mothering 

   

   

Teacher Agency Teaching in a religious school More religious education 

  Societal preference of religious 

schools 

   

 Teaching religious education Responsibility of bringing kids 

into Islam 
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  Religious teachers have to be 

‘beyond money’, ‘trustworthy’ 

  Transferring Islam 

  Negative effects of no religious 

education – protection against 

the West 

   

 Importance of teachers Islamic/Aceh culture 

  Importance of education 

  Developing the nation  

   

   

Interview Guide18 
 

Interview Guide Fieldwork 2015  

Female Religious Education Teachers 

Main themes: 

Why are they a teacher? 

Role of teachers in society?  

Does teaching provide opportunities, does it open doors? 

What is their positioning within the school? 

What affects or makes this positioning?  

Are they able to do what they desire to do, in the school? 

What do they do outside of the school? 

What encourages/discourages/drives them? 

Within the activities how much power do they have?  

                                                           
18 For the secondary respondents the themes were the same although formulation of questions differed. 
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Table of Respondents  

 


